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Wet Warrandyte

Photo: ANDREW MAXWELL
A F T E R A N U N S E A S O NA BLY hot November,
Warrandyte, along with the rest of the state copped a
drenching across the first days of summer, receiving
over 100mm of rain in the first 48 hours of December.
The wildlife certainly appreciated the relief from the
heat, although this kookaburra soon had enough of the
rain and sought shelter on a Warrandyte veranda.
While the downpour was not quite the Armageddon
that was forecast, there was still enough precipitation to
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wash-out most sports for the weekend as well as seeing
the cancellation of the Warrandyte Market.
For those missing their market fix, there is another
one scheduled for December 16, on the same day as
the Carols, so everyone can still get their Christmas
shopping finished in time for the festivities.
So, from everyone at the Diary, have a safe and happy
Christmas and a prosperous 2018.
Inset Photos: STEPHEN REYNOLDS
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“The earth has music for those who listen”
- Shakespeare
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter.
Although it has developed over the years, it has retained its strong community
character, being produced mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve
its community. Financed solely through advertising, it guards its not-for-profit,
non-commercial status and its independent voice. The Diary carries a strong
editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the place it
serves. Its monthly circulation is 3500 copies and it is available in Warrandyte,
North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River,
some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting
ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the
first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established its character as a
small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley. Around 1900
the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a
commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense
of independence of Warrandyte has been largely retained. This newspaper is
the voice and true expression of that spirit.
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FIVE MINUTES OF FAME
OR HER final interview for the Diary,
Tracy Dickson talks to her greatest
childhood hero!
Santa! It’s Tracy! Pick’n Pan Way!
On the corner!
Little Tracy! Your mum used to leave out
gluten-free cookies! Ho Ho Ho!
And what have you been up to since we
saw you last Christmas?
Well the rest of the year I have to work like
everybody else, Tracy. Santa
can’t live on gluten-free
cookies alone you know!
So, what do you do as a
second job?
What else is a fat guy in
a funny suit going to do?
I’m a stand-up comedian.
I sleighed them at the last
Edinburgh Festival. Ho Ho
Ho!
And you start gigging
straight after Christmas?
Well we take a couple of
weeks over New Year at our
holiday shack in Antarctica
before I start hitting the
clubs.
So you spend time at the
South Pole as well?
Sure. I’m bi-polar.
And what do you do there?
Chill. Just chill. Ho Ho Ho!
But who runs the Toy
Factory?
We subcontract most of the
toys to China these days.
Everything’s got batteries now and it’s so
hard to find elves with a degree in electrical
engineering. Ho Ho Ho!
One day I’m going to leave some kid a set of
batteries with a note saying toys not included.
Ho Ho Ho!
And what are the most popular presents
this year?
Well I’ve had a lot of letters this year asking for
same-sex marriage, Corridor A for the NorthEast Link, and a Richmond premiership flag, so
those people should be pretty happy.

By ALAN CORNELL
And the least popular?
We’re not getting much call for the Pauline
Hanson Burqua Doll, the Kim Jong-un
Exploding Bobblehead Doll or the Lego
Mexican Wall Kit. Ho Ho Ho!
I’m surprised you still get so many letters!
I’d have thought emailing Santa would be
all the go these days!
Our wifi‘s really not up to scratch. We thought
the NBN might do the trick but we’re so far
from the nearest node! Ho Ho Ho!

But you’ve always had a soft spot for
Warrandyte, haven’t you?
I always get a bit Santimental coming to
Warrandyte! It’s so much fun trying to find
somewhere flat to park the reindeer. Ho Ho Ho!
Last year we got bogged on Haslams Track and
I had to call the RSCV. Ho Ho Ho!
They got us out in the St. Nick of time! Ho
Ho Ho!
I used to worry about you so much when it
rained!
Well I carry an umbrella and Dancer and the
others wear raindeer coats! Ho Ho Ho!

But sometimes I get absolutely Santurated.
Ho Ho Ho!
One night it was so bad there was only one
house left to get to, right at the bottom of
Tasmania, and I seriously wondered whether
to deliver Timmy’s little puppy or just turn
around and head home!
We called him Pat and had him for fifteen
years. Ho Ho Ho!
Now he’s stuffed and sits by the back door.
Ho Ho Ho!
If you’re ever passing the North
Pole you should pop in for a Pat!
Ho Ho Ho!
Well everybody knows how
much you love animals.
I do. I used to have a polar bear
who followed me everywhere
till one day outside the Post
Office it just dropped down
dead.
The postmaster said you can’t
leave that lyin’ there! I said it’s
not a lion it’s a polar bear! Ho
Ho Ho!
At least your faithful
reindeer never let you down,
and they never seem to age!
Actually reindeer only live
about ten years so we go
through them at a fair clip, we
just keep the names. Ho Ho Ho!
The original nine are mounted
on the walls in the library.
If you’re ever passing you
should pop in and hang around
with them!
And what do you say to those who think
Christmas is making us all a bit greedy?
I say the more people there are who believe
that it’s better to give than to receive, the more
presents there are for the rest of us! Ho Ho Ho!
But you still apply the ‘naughty’ or ‘nice’
test don’t you?
Oh I know when you’ve been sleeping, I know
when you’re awake, I know if you’ve been bad
or good — don’t you love CCTV? Ho Ho Ho!
Merry Christmas Santa!
Merry Christmas everybody! Do you want to
hear some elf jokes? I’ve got a million of them!
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Warrandyte bypassed by North East
Link as toll road heads for Bulleen
By SANDI MILLER
IN WHAT LOOKS like the start of a
year-long election campaign, the
Premier, Daniel Andrews announced
that Labor would be building Corridor
A of the North East Link if they are
returned to power following next
November’s State election.
The controversial North East Link
went to public consultation in August
with four routes, Corridor A, by far the
most direct route, is planned to connect
the Ring Road from Greensborough,
down through Bulleen to connect to
an upgraded Eastern Freeway near the
Bulleen Road interchange.
Corridor B and C were projected to
travel through Warrandyte to connect
to EastLink at Ringwood, and Corridor
D was discussed as traversing 40
kilometres through Kangaroo Ground,
Lilydale and Croydon to connect to
EastLink — these corridors have now
been removed from the table.
The Premier told ABC Radio the
other options “don’t stack up”, saying
the chosen route will see congestion
on local roads in the north-eastern
suburbs slashed, with up to 15,000
trucks taken off local streets a day,
and more than 9,000 vehicles taken off
congested arterials like Rosanna Road.
The proposal includes several
companion projects, including up
to seven extra lanes on the Eastern
Freeway and a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
along the Eastern Freeway from the
Doncaster Park and Ride to Victoria
Park.
The BRT project will also provide

more parking for commuters, and
Minister for Public Transport Jacinta
Allan says there will also be an
opportunity to build a future Park and
Ride in Bulleen.
“Buses will no longer be held
up weaving on and off ramps, the
Doncaster Busway will create a true
express ride down the middle of the
Eastern Freeway,” Minister Allan said.
With autonomous buses currently
being trialled in routes around LaTrobe
University, there is speculation that the
BRT would make use of the electric
powered, driverless buses in the future.
Manningham Councillor Paul
McLeish says, “these enhancements
to the freeway will be of some benefit
to our community” noting that
Manningham is “the most car bound
municipality in Melbourne” due to
the lack of rail services across the
municipality.
Local Member for Warrandyte, Ryan
Smith told the Diary: “While this
is a good outcome for the sensitive
environment of Warrandyte, it is now
clear that the suspicion, uncertainty
and angst that the Andrews
Government put our community
through was completely unnecessary”.
Mr Smith said the community meeting
held at the initial announcement of the
four options “made it abundantly clear
that they believed Option A was a predetermined outcome”.
“Their concerns have been ignored
by the Andrews Government and their
predictions have been proven correct,”
he said.

Mr Smith said that the Liberal
party support the North East Link,
however “the East West Link needs to
be completed first as it will carry the
added vehicles that a North East Link
will direct to it”.
“Planning for the North East Link
should be supported by proper
planning that addresses the challenges
of the project, and by genuine
consultation with those affected,” Mr
Smith said.
With a projected budget of $16.5
Billion, the Premier says this project
will be the “single biggest transport
infrastructure investment in Victorian
history”.
Manningham Mayor, Andrew Conlon
said in a statement that Council has
a number of concerns with Option A
they will be seeking assurance on.
Council had previously resolved not
to support Option A.
Manningham Council spent $150,000
for a survey sent out to Manningham
residents.
20% of residents indicated their
preferred route — with support for
the Bulleen Road route getting 35% of
the share.
Corridors B and C each polled 27%
support with only 7% supporting
Corridor D.
Councillor Sophie Galbally said at
a recent council meeting she felt the
survey results were an indication of
preference for “anywhere but in my
backyard”.
Councillor McLeish said while the
council gave their support for the road

Protest becomes party at Stintons

in the September council meeting, the
announced route will have significant
impact on our community.
“There are many concerns we have
for the liveability and safety of our
community for the route that has now
been announced, and I am certain that
we as a council will work together to
protect as best we can the desires and
aspiration of the residents who are
living along the alignment,” he said at
the council meeting.
Manningham will be using the data
collected from the survey to inform
their future submissions to the North
East Link Authority and to advocate on
behalf of its residents.
The Manningham Mayor said that
once detailed designs for Option
A become available, “we will be
actively advocating on behalf of our
community on the issues they’ve
highlighted to us.
“We will be looking at how to
minimise project impacts and if any
opportunities exist that could deliver
benefits to our residents.
“We also want confirmation that
the Eastern Freeway will not be a toll
road and that its median strip will be
preserved for future transport options
including Bus Rapid Transport and
Doncaster Rail,” he said.
Neighbouring Banyule are
understandably unhappy with the
announcement as they had been
advocating for Corridor C.
Banyule Mayor, Cr Mark Di Pasquale
told the Diary: “Banyule Council’s
position has been ‘Option C’ and was
affirmed following a recent survey of
our community.
“It is the best option to compliment
Melbourne’s entire Transport Network
Plan.”
Although Cr Di Pasquale said that he
believed NELA’s modelling was flawed.
“It is claimed that 75% of traffic
movement will go south and then to
the east, Ringwood way, and only 25%
will travel south and then to the west,
into the City.
“Of this west bound traffic heading
into the city only 4% will get there, it
is claimed.
“I’ve grown up all my life in this area
of town and many more people go into
the city than that.
“The idea of this road is overkill.
“We may need a North East Link but

a 10 lane road is too much,” he said.
The Banyule Mayor said NELA was
assigned the task to investigate the
best option for the completion of the
Ring Road.
“What they’ve delivered is the ‘New
Ding Road’ — A big ring road that
travels around Melbourne and then
has a ‘ding’ in it when you get to the
North East.
He said that Corridor A also fails the
“Grandkids test”
“If my grandkids would think this
road is a good idea then it would pass,
but unfortunately it fails dismally; in
20 years’ time, we will be looking back
saying ‘we should have built Option
C’,” he said.
Narelle Campbell from the
community action group Rural Link
#buildthelinkbutdontsplitthewedge,
who have been vocal opponents of
Corridor D, told the Diary they have
been “actively participating in the
route options identification, analysis
and assessment… to ensure NELA and
government could clearly understand
why the rural Nillumbik Green Wedge
was inappropriate for North East Link”.
“As it turns out, government
u n d e r s t a n d s a n d a g re e s,” s h e
continued, “North East Link Options
identification and selection has always
been about selecting the least-worst
option, and in our view this has
occurred.”
Despite Manningham and Banyule’s
objections to Corridor A, Mullum
Mullum Ward councillor, Sophie
Galbally is pleased with the outcome
for the Ward, although she told the
Diary Manningham was always going
to feel an impact from the North East
Link, considering all the likely options
were to come through the city.
“On the other hand, there is a sigh of
relief that this time the Green Wedge
will be saved from the possibility
of destruction by a freeway,” she
continued.
Following the announcement Ms
Galbally held a community rally at
Stintons Reserve, Park Orchards,
which would have been in the direct
path of both Options B and C.
“There is a sense of relief in Mullum
Mullum Ward, but until the North
East Link Option A is signed sealed
and delivered, we should not be
complacent,” she said.

They followed
the star
ONCE AGAIN the Warrandyte Uniting
Church has been the backdrop for a
living Christmas nativity as part of Follow
the Star.

Fire restrictions

Despite the wet weather church members,
adults and children alike, dressed up as
shepherds, kings and angels and took their
place in a nativity scene to celebrate the
Christmas story.

Dec 18

commence across
Manningham
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Green Wedge challenges swamp community groups
By DAVID HOGG
WARRANDYTE Community Association (WCA)
and groups of neighbours and objectors are being
swamped with work over the Christmas and New
Year period preparing for an unprecedented
number of landmark challenges involving
proposed developments in Warrandyte Green
Wedge areas, three of which are due to be heard
at VCAT within in the next two months.
Although the dates were set well in advance,
in some cases the applicants have recently filed

late amendments to the original plans or to the
grounds of appeal, which require considerable
re-work to the objectors’ cases.
Preparations to appear before VCAT on the
two Manningham cases are compounded by a
temporary difficulty in inspecting the relevant
files at Manningham Council.
Council is in the process of transferring
planning files from a paper-based system to a
computerised system.
Under the old paper-based system interested

parties could obtain the file of public information
on a specific planning application from the
counter and peruse this at their leisure at a table.
Now the only access is by means of a single
screen at the customer service desk with the
researcher having to ask a customer service
operator to display the required information
and the latter having to make a decision as to
whether or not it is in the public domain and
can be disclosed.
The Diary has been told that the system, when

fully implemented, will enable researchers to
view the public parts of the file over the internet.
The Nillumbik-based association Pro Active
Landowners Group (PALs) has just completed
a submission to the Victorian Government in
relation to Reform of the Victorian Planning
Provisions. The scope of this submission
encompasses the issues being raised in many of
these planning cases.
A summary of the latest developments in each
case is given below.

Pigeon Bank Road

Brumbys Road Hotel

Keen Ave

Nillumbik ratepayers to foot court costs

Proposal scaled down and road widened

The story so far…

DIARY READERS will recall the applicant, Phillip Mannerheim,
through his company, was originally granted a permit by Nillumbik
Council, contrary to the recommendation of Council planning
staff, to build his house on the only remaining undeveloped block
in this subdivision of eight blocks.
WCA joined forces with Friends of Nillumbik and the Green
Wedge Protection Group and a number of neighbours to object to
the permit and take the matter to VCAT citing issues such as ridge
positioning, substantial clearance of vegetation, proximity to an
immediate neighbour and contention over whether the proposal
is contrary to the spirit and provisions of the planning scheme.
The applicant took the matter to the Supreme Court in an attempt
to stop the VCAT hearing.
We reported in the November issue that this application had
failed and that costs had been awarded against the applicant.
We have since learnt that Nillumbik Council did not lodge a
claim for costs.
As total costs are estimated as being a six-figure sum Council
could have put in a claim and been substantially reimbursed.
At the Council meeting on November 28, Bill Lord, on behalf
of the Wattle Glen Residents’ Association, expressed his concern
that Nillumbik ratepayers should not be disadvantaged and asked
Council to advise the total amount of the costs that Nillumbik had
obtained.
Member of the PALs Working Group, Max Parsons told the
Diary the group regarded the action at the Supreme Court as a
“reasonable process to properly determine the status of the only
person to make a submission to council and whether he was an
‘objector’.
“There was sufficient doubt as to nature of that submission to
council and whether it could properly be regarded as an objection,
rather than just a submission or comment.
“The decision has assisted the council and has clarified its own
position in relation to the status of the submission and, as such, it
is proper and reasonable for the Council not to pursue costs in this
matter as it was an effective beneficiary of the result.”
Mayor, Cr Peter Clarke, said that it was important Council
participated to uphold the validity of the permit application
process and this had been achieved.
He continued that as Council was not in dispute with the
applicant it would be highly unusual to pursue costs, and as that
opportunity had already been addressed in the hearing process,
costs cannot be subsequently obtained.
The Diary contacted Mayor Clarke for comment and he clarified
that the decision not to pursue costs was not made by the Council,
but was determined by the Council’s lawyers at the time having
regard to the normal practices in such cases.
The VCAT hearing is scheduled to commence on January 22
and is set down for four days, and will be contested by the WCA
representing a consortium of objectors.
However the applicant has applied to VCAT to have the hearing
adjourned until June 2018.
In a directions hearing on December 8, counsel for the applicant
advised the tribunal that they would not be ready for January 22,
and were looking at options for changing the plans and requested
a further compulsory conference.
The move was opposed by the objectors because the case has
been already postponed from last September.
Panel Member Dalia Cook has reserved her judgment on granting
any further postponement.

THE ORIGINAL proposal for the site was for a $6.8M development
consisting of a 76-bedroom residential hotel, cellar door winery,
vineyard and grappa distillery complex on adjacent land to the
Olivigna Winery and Restaurant.
The existing 2.4 hectare farmstead at 46-52 Brumbys Road, the
last property on the right, was acquired in late December 2015 for
around $1.25M.
Manningham Council received 27 objections to the proposal, a
petition of 71 signatures against the development and 27 letters
of support.
Council ran out of time in determining this application and the
applicant filed to have the matter determined in VCAT under the
“Failure to Determine” provisions of the Planning and Environment
Act.
Subsequent to that action, Council did in fact report that they
would have rejected the application.
In the past fortnight, the applicant has lodged revised plans with
VCAT, which effectively scrap the second stage of this development,
meaning that the proposal is now for a single building of 48 rooms,
instead of the original 76.
Other proposed changes include widening Brumbys Road to 5.8m
to allow for two-way traffic, a 21m defendable space area around
the building and other vegetation retention to more strongly reflect
the values of the environmental overlay requirements.
Spokesperson for WCA, Val Polley, told the Diary “These changes
put a huge burden on volunteers to digest and modify submissions
just as the holiday season is approaching.
“There are very complex legal issues here, and we will be
continuing to present our objections, which include a lack of
sufficient association between the hotel and the agriculture, and
the inappropriate widening of Brumbys Road.”
The VCAT hearing will commence on January 15, is set down for
four days, and will be contested by Manningham Council, WCA
and a number of the original objectors.

THE PICTURESQUE 1.1ha. 11,000 sq m horse paddock opposite
Cemetery Road was purchased in August 2015 for $2.03M by
Shepparton company Itsomac Pty Ltd.
The applicant applied to Manningham Council for a permit to
subdivide this property into nine residential lots with access from
Yarra St.
A permit was issued in June 2017 but with conditions reducing
the subdivision to seven lots.
1000 sq m is the regulation minimum size of a lot in this zone.
Seven of the proposed nine lots were just over 1,000 sq m, while
two were well under.
This is generally allowable under the complex “averaging”
provisions of the zone, provided that the average size is over 1000
sq m.
It is thought that a key reason for Council having granted a permit
for the reduced number of seven lots is to enable retention of a
stand of Manna Gums, and this is the subject of one of the permit
conditions.
However, the applicant is contending that Council’s revised
approval for seven lots violates Council’s own Design and
Development Overlay Schedule 3 conditions, in that it will result
in lots that exceed the proscribed maximum of 1,250 sq m.
Although the permit was granted, the applicant has now taken
the matter to VCAT asking them to approve the original proposal
for nine lots.
The matter is further complicated because a new counsel has
been appointed by the applicant and they have lodged revised
Grounds of Appeal with VCAT within the last month.
The VCAT hearing will commence on February 21, is set down
for two days, and will be contested by Manningham Council, WCA
and a number of the original objectors.
WCA spokesman Doug Seymour said: “the Association is
sympathetic to the direction of Council’s determination and will
make submissions to VCAT on access issues, the relevant planning
provisions, neighbourhood amenity and character”.

eye spy
Owl be seeing you
ANDREW MYERS discovered this family of
powerful owls at the bottom of his property
on Bradleys Lane.
The four birds, most likely a male and female
pair with two chicks roosted on the tree for
a couple of weeks while the chicks fledged.
The birds of prey, considered quite rare,
have now moved on, so keep an eye out, as
you may be lucky enough to have them at
bottom of your garden.

If you have photos and short stories you would
like to share with Diary readers, send them to:
editor@warrandytediary.com.au
with eye spy in the subject heading

Wishing everyone a

Merry Christmas
and a safe & happy 2018

RYAN SMITH MP
MEMBER FOR

Warrandyte

SUITE 2, 1020 DONCASTER ROAD,
DONCASTER EAST. ph: 9841 5166

ryan.smith@parliament.vic.gov.au
ryansmith.com.au
/MPRyanSmith
@RyanSmithMP

AUTHORISED BY RYAN SMITH MP 2/1020 DONCASTER RD, EAST DONCASTER - Funded from Parliaments Electorate Office & Communication Budget
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Innovative Altair
serving up success

Husband and
wife team take
MBEA crown

By SAMMI TAYLOR

By SAMMI TAYLOR
LAVRIN & LAWRENCE Orthodontics was awarded both 2017
Business of the Year and a Business Excellence Award at the
Manningham Business Excellence Awards.
The win comes off the back of the brand new, state-of-the-art
practise the orthodontists opened in September of 2016, after
serving the Manningham community for over 16 years.
Lavrin & Lawrence combined great customer service with top
notch community engagement to snag the award, and husband
and wife team Dr Igor Lavrin and Dr Sarah Lawrence said they
were “honoured” to receive the accolade.
“This is an amazing achievement and first and foremost
this award is due to the incredible team at Lavrin & Lawrence
Orthodontics who provide the utmost of service to our patients.”

Recognising local superheroes
By JAMES POYNER
N O M I N AT I O N S f o r t h e 2 0 1 8
Manningham Civic Awards have
opened and residents of Manningham
are being encouraged to nominate
those members of the community
who go that extra mile to make a
difference at a local level.
Manningham Mayor, Councillor
Andrew Conlon said the Awards
recognise those who have
demonstrated exceptional
commitment to the community, either
through their careers or volunteer
work.
“There are many fantastic people
who work hard and are the heart of
our community.
“I’m really proud of our community
awards.
“They provide the perfect
opportunity for people to be thanked
and properly recognised.
“I very much look forward to hearing
the stories and reasons behind the
nominations and urge everyone to get
in touch with Council and let us know
who they think deserves recognition
in next year’s Manningham Civic
Awards,” he said.
There are five awards open to
nomination:
Citizen of the year
Young citizen of the year
Volunteer of the year
Sports person of the year
 ommunity achievement award
C
(for organisations)
Nominations are open until March

28 2018 and all nominees will be
invited to a gala event being held on
May 23, during National Volunteer
Week.
Volunteering is a big part of
communities such as Warrandyte,
Park Orchards and Wonga Park and
this is a great opportunity to publically
thank those unsung heroes.

All nominations must be submitted by
close of business Wednesday, March
28 2018.
For more information on
eligibility, criteria and the
nomination form, visit:
manningham.vic.gov.au/
civicawards

FOLLOWING a developing business
ethos which covers giving young locals
employment opportunities, finding
innovative ways to make tasty treats
from food waste and embracing the
food history of Indigenous Australians,
Warrandyte restaurant Altair has had
its Christmas come early at local and
state level.
Warrandyte’s premier fine dining
restaurant Altair has been recognised
in the 2017 Manningham Business
Excellence Awards (MBEA) wowing
the judges with their unique restaurant
identity.
Six Manningham businesses were
presented with business excellence
awards at the Manningham Function
Centre gala dinner on November
15, Altair were the first winner of the
business excellence category and
accepted the accolade from Chris
Cahir, Manager of Templestowe Village
Community Bank Branch, Bendigo
Community Bank is a major sponsor
of the Business Excellence Awards.
Head chef and owner Kelvin Shaw
said winning the award was surprising,
considering this was only the second
year they had entered, and the
competition was fierce.
Altair was previously announced as
a finalist in the 2014 Awards.
“This year we took some steps in the
business that we thought were really
positive.
“It took us a while, but everything
was starting to head in the right
direction, so now felt like a good time
to apply for the awards,” Kelvin told
the Diary.
It was Altair’s unique identity and
vision that scored them the honour,
impressing the judges with their
exciting take on modern Australian
cuisine, bold flavours and community
spirit.
“Altair represent the community
they are in with an innovative and
fresh approach,” Geoff Roberts, Chair
Manningham Business Excellence
Awards Committee, said.
Mr Roberts went on to say: “Altair is
a true local business employing locals
and supporting local arts and the
food scene, they are great example of
how a business can interact with its
community and support at multiple
levels.”
Geoff Roberts describes Altair as
an amazing “story” and experience
for staff and customers, embodying
innovation in the restaurant scene at
its absolute best.
But the Excellence Awards also
provided a much-needed opportunity
for growth and reflection to Kelvin and
Michelle, owners of Altair.
“The awards allow you to look at your
business and evaluate different areas.
“The process of the awards forces you
to sit down, talk to staff and get honest
feedback, it was great.

“Michelle and I have grown and
changed since we first opened.
“We now know our business, our
clientele, we know Warrandyte and
Manningham,” he said.
The challenges Kelvin and Michelle
faced in their first few years were
t ou g h hu rd l e s t hat e ve ntu a l l y
became building blocks and learning
opportunities.
“When we first opened we couldn’t
find any staff.
“We’d approach highly experienced
waiters and say do you want to come
to Warrandyte to work? And they’d say
“Warran-where?
“So instead we hired young kids,
anyone that was young, keen, local
and willing to learn, we let them work
for us — and it worked,” said Kelvin.
Now that they’ve made a name for
themselves, Kelvin says they could
easily go and hire experienced waiters
and fine dining staff from Melbourne,
but they’re not interested — the kids
are more than alright.
“We’re still just employing local
young people and giving them a really
thorough training experience.
“We teach them everything from how
to greet people and wear your uniform
to how to be a restaurant manager,”
he said.
It’s Altair’s unique and kooky
approach to food and flavour that sets
them apart from the crowd.
A renewed focus on sustainability
has seen them miles ahead of everyone
else in the game and that’s something
the awards judges picked up on.
“At the moment on the menu there’s
two items that are entirely made of
waste products.
“We do a dessert, a sorbet made
from beetroot skins; we kept all our
pumpkin seeds through winter and
used them to make a crumble.
“Anything that might usually go in
the bin, we see how we can use it — it’s
a big challenge,” Kelvin says.
The most interesting ingredient?
Green ants that Kelvin says can be
substituted for limes, with an eccentric
“sour warheads” taste.
“We’ve found an identity in the
restaurant.
“We’re making indigenous food,
working with Aboriginal communities
and suppliers.
“We’re using native Australian
ingredients on the plate.
“We are modern Australian food and
we can say that with pride.”
On top of fantastic recognition at
this year’s MBEA’s, Altair once again
find themselves in The Herald Sun’s
Delicious 100, a list of the 100 best
restaurants in Victoria and they find
themselves 10 places further up the
order.
The critics and the judges are saying
Altair is the place to go, so go tuck in
Warrandyte.
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In stock

now!

Hickory Smoked
Bertocchi Hams &
IGA Award-Winning
Hams

Christmas Trading Hours
Christmas Eve: 7am – 7pm | Christmas Day: CLOSED | Boxing Day: 10am – 6pm | New Years Eve: 7am to 6pm | New Years Day: CLOSED

FRESH

Turkey

Arriving Christmas week.
Get your orders in.

FRESH

Australian Seafood

Delivered daily - Order early for pickup Christmas
Eve. We can order Crabs, Bugs, Crayfish, Lobsters,
Whole Fish. All orders through our deli.

Q U I N TO N’ S FOR QUALITY

402 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road, Warrandyte VIC 3113 Ph: 9844 3089

Available Now

ONLINE ORDERING

Cleavers
Free Range Hams

quintonsiga.com.au
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Community bank pays big dividends to local projects
By DEANNE DICKSON
CHRISTMAS just came early for
more than 55 community groups in
Warrandyte and surrounding areas.
They all received a share of $400,000
in grants and sponsorships thanks to
the Warrandyte Community Bank’s
Community Investment Program,
which sees up to 80% of its profit
returned directly to our community.
To celebrate, the bank held its
Annual General Meeting and Grants
Presentation with more than 100
volunteers and community leaders
on November 13 at the Warrandyte
Sporting Group clubrooms.
Staff and Directors heard first-hand
how grant funds will be spent over the
coming year.
Aaron Farr Chairman of Warrandyte
Community Financial Ser vices,
the company which operates the
Wa r ra n d y t e C o m m u n i t y B a n k
Branch, said the grants would be
used to carry out improvements to
local infrastructure, resources and
projects which will benefit the entire
community.
“This year’s grants ranged from $850
to more than $56,000; $400,000 has
been committed for the year, with
$2.8 million reinvested in the
community since we opened in 2003.
“It is really rewarding to see the
Warrandyte clubrooms full of people,
many volunteers who work hard with
the greater good of their community at
heart and all benefitting because the
community banking model ensures
funding is directed at a local level,”
he said.
Grant recipients include local CFA’s,
environmental and arts groups,
schools, kinders, sporting groups,
community services and church
groups.
The Park Orchards Pettet Family
Foundation gratefully accepted
sponsorship of $5,000 to support
its work in the local community
— the Foundation provides crisis
intervention for children and their
families.
Foundation Director Graham
Whiteside said: “we are continually
striving in our efforts to increase our
reach and are consciously expanding

our horizons when caring for those in
need in our community.
“There are a lot of people who have
been assisted by the Foundation and
this is due, in no small part, to the
funds you make available to us.”
Veronica Holland told guests what
Christmas Hills Fire Brigade will be
doing with its grant of $16,995, which
will ensure the replacement of the
brigade’s manual bi-fold door.
Operation of the existing door is
slow and arduous, it can take up to 20
minutes to be opened, requires two
personnel and the brigade’s Tanker
can barely pass under safely.
“The bi-fold door on the south
station is old, warped, pernickety
and tired, much like many of the
firefighters,” said Veronica.
She went on to say “getting an
automated push button magical door
is going to make us all very very happy”.
Sports Chaplaincy Australia (SCA)
was awarded the banks’ inaugural

Strengthening the Community
Philanthropic Award.
Warrandyte Community Bank
Director Lance Ward made the
surprise presentation sharing his
thoughts on the significant impact of
sports chaplains and how in times of
crisis our young people need options
to turn to that might not be their mum
and dad, medical professionals or
their teachers.
“It’s so important for young people
to have someone to talk with when
times get tough.
“The chaplains from SCA work
alongside the young people in our
sporting clubs and are making a
genuine and far reaching impact in
the everyday; that is, when things are
going well and in times of need, this is
both unique and special.
“On behalf of the Warrandyte
Community Bank, the Directors and
Chair Aaron Farr, we want to say thank
you to the men and women of SCA

for serving so selflessly in our local
community,” Lance said.
The presentation night was showered
with stories of change, hope and
inspiration and on the back of a
national Bendigo Community Bank
“BE THE CHANGE” ad campaign,
where customers are asked if they
would like to see what difference their
support makes.
In a sum up of the night, you may
not think who you bank with matters
— but it does, and for Warrandyte
Community Bank customers their
banking is making a real difference.
Every day customers help provide
facilities, resources, community
programs and change lives simply by
banking with our local branch.
Their home loans are refurbishing
pre-schools and supporting our
CFAs, creating sporting facilities and
providing classroom resources.
Personal loans, business banking
and credit cards are funding rescue

boats, conserving and rehabilitating
native bushland, supporting the arts,
festivals, Christmas Carols, the aged
and relieving the hardships of those
in need.
Everyday banking is providing all
this and more.
In fact, $183 million has been
re tu r n e d t o c o m mu n i t i e s a n d
initiatives Australia-wide via the
community bank network.
Do you need a bank to give you
the products and services you need?
Warrandyte Community Bank
provides a full suite of banking
products at competitive rates.
You can make a real difference in
your community simply by banking
locally.
To find out more contact Cheryl and
the team at 144 Yarra St, Warrandyte
or phone 9844 2233.

Preserving our heritage: saving the Warrandyte Dairy
By JAMES POYNER
THE OLD WARRANDYTE Dairy on the bank of
the Yarra has been in a state of disrepair for a
number of years.
The lack of signage about the history of the
building, the general unkempt look of the
vegetation surrounding the site and the prolific
vandalism and litter dumping around the
building has made it an eyesore for river walkers.
Following an unprecedented meeting last
month between Melbourne Water, Manningham
Council and interested community groups, the
future of the Old Dairy is now more secure, with
an agreement between all groups that the sites
heritage will be properly acknowledged and the
building made safe and turned into a recreation
spot for river visitors.
The building is listed under the Warrandyte
Heritage overlay because it is another important
building which illustrates how Warrandyte
existed as a township, independent of Melbourne.
With the city of Melbourne growing, new
suburbs being built and existing suburbs being
expanded — there are few Melbourne suburbs
which still retain artefacts such as these.
The name Old Dairy is a misnomer; the site was
in fact a cool-store for the milk brought into town,

somewhere it could be stored and kept fresh until
it could be delivered.
The cool store was originally built in 1948 and
serviced by Ray Bellinger who travelled with the
milk, every day, from Box Hill.
Some 18 months later, a house was built
adjacent to the cool-store for him and his wife
Margaret to live in.
The Warrandyte Dairy made home deliveries
right up until the early 1970s but ultimately the
introduction of cartons and reusable milk bottles
reduced the need for home delivery and the
service was eventually phased out.
Being on a flood plain, the building has been
affected by floods on a number of occasions with
significant floods occurring in 1954 and 1971.
Between the end of the Old Dairy’s working life
and the late 1980s, not much was done with the
building and in 1988, Melbourne Water bought
the site to reduce the risk of inappropriate
development and reduce any risk associated
with flooding.
In 1995, Melbourne Water found they had no
use for the building or the land and proposed to
demolish the Old Dairy and sell the land.
For the next two decades, Melbourne Water
and Manningham City Council played tennis
with regards to ownership of the Old Dairy site,
Melbourne Water do not want ownership of the
site and Manningham City Council are identified
as the most appropriate buyers, but each time
a land sale is attempted a number of hurdles
appear and the sale falls through.
Fast-forward to 2017 and Melbourne Water
meet, once again, with Manningham City
Council to determine the future of the site, this
time local community groups also get involved.
At a meeting in early November, an Engineers
report is presented at the meeting which suggests
the building is unsafe for human habitation and
should be immediately demolished.
Given this site falls under both heritage and
flooding (LSIO) overlays makes restoring the
existing building, or starting again with a new
building, both bureaucratically tricky and
expensive, but the local interest and heritage

significance of the building is considered and
a plan is agreed upon, following the meeting
on November 10, the following actions were
agreed upon:
Melbourne Water will engage a second building
assessment.
Lovell Chen Heritage Architects will be engaged
for this to assess how much of the building can
safely be retained.
They will also provide options and suggestions
regarding the preservation of the site.
Manningham and Melbourne Water will work
together on a landscape plan for the site.

Once the draft landscape plan and second
building assessment are complete, a meeting
including community representatives is planned
to be held before Christmas.
What looked like an unfortunate end to an
important historical artifact has been turned
around relatively quickly and easily and while
the building is still ugly and dilapidated at
the moment, very soon Warrandyte residents
and tourists will be able to explore a part of
Warrandyte history which until this point has
had very little acknowledgement.
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CFA give WHS students valuable life skills
By SAMMI TAYLOR
WARRANDYTE CFA’s youth crew are
celebrating 20 years of firefighting
and fun.
Beginning in the 1990’s as a Year 9
and 10 program at Warrandyte High
School, the youth crew started as a
practical elective for students wanting
an outdoor and hands on experience.
Over the 20 years, more than 880
students have experienced the
program, with dozens going on to
volunteer and work with the CFA.
Those that walk through the youth
crew’s doors have come out the other
end as resilient and community
minded young adults, pursuing careers
as paramedics, career firefighters or in
fields like engineering.
Will Hodgson, an instructor for the
youth crew and First Lieutenant at the
Warrandyte CFA, says the program
provides a unique experience for
students, especially those that may not
want to follow traditional academic
routes.
“The world has lots of things to offer
— It doesn’t matter how well you’re
doing in maths or science… with the
CFA program you’ve got life skills, first
aid skills and they’re working within
their communities.
“The impact this has… everyone has
helped out in the community; I feel so
humbled to know that we’ve touched
the lives of young people so that they

can carry the CFA values throughout
their lives and make change in their
communities,” he said.
The program includes trips to the CFA
and MFB headquarters, an excursion
to the fire museum, fire fighting camps
and outdoor education activities.
Students learn how to use and
respect the equipment and fight fires
first hand.
Dave Kahuaiwa from Warrandyte
High School cannot believe how the
program has evolved and succeeded.
“They arrive as a jumble of kids, and
they leave with really great leadership
skills and team skills — they go home
and have a conversation with their
families about fire preparedness and
fire plans.
“What better community group to be
a part of in Warrandyte than the CFA?
Because of where we’re situated, it’s so
important.,” said Dave.
Will Hodgson says the impact
the youth crew has in kids’ lives is
profound, and it is an experience he
is incredibly grateful to be a part of.
“Students need to know that they’re
worthwhile, and this program gives
them the opportunity to be free from
academic pressures for a while.
“This shows them that there’s a
position in life for them, that the world
needs people with so many different
skills, and if they want to join the CFA
afterwards, well that’s a great bonus.”

It’s your responsibility to be fire ready this summer, so prepare your property, fire plan and emergency kit now.
When hot, dry, windy days are forecast, check Fire Danger Ratings in your district daily and monitor conditions via local radio,
the VicEmergency website and app. On high-risk fire days, leaving early, before a fire starts, is always the safest option.

emergency.vic.gov.au
Download the VicEmergency app

Authorised by the Victorian Government,
1 Treasury Place, Melbourne
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Dealing with disaster — after the fire has come through
By SANDI MILLER
BUSHFIRE is a terrible thing, which
is why it is important to prepare for
the risk of bushfire and to have a suitable fire plan in place.
It is also important to know what
to do if you are unlucky and do lose
your home.
Proper disaster preparation needs to
include what to do in the aftermath of
bushfire as well as what happens when
your home is under threat.
Denis Nelthorpe is a consumer
lawyer, following major disasters, he
works for Disaster Legal Help, who
coordinate the legal sector’s response
to disasters.
It is a collaboration between
Victoria Legal Aid, the Federation of
Community Legal Centres, the Law
Institute of Victoria, Victoria Law
Foundation, Justice Connect and the
Victorian Bar.

When Denis spoke recently at the
Safe as Houses? Bushfire Forum, he
discussed his experience assisting
victims of the Black Saturday fires.
Denis gave the Diary some food for
thought when it comes to preparing
for disaster.
Be insured
Ma n y h o m e o w n e r s f e e l t h a t
premiums have risen so much in
recent years that they cannot afford to
maintain their policy.
However, their house is their most
expensive asset and cannot be
replaced after a disaster unless it is
insured.
If you are struggling financially see
your accountant, a community based
financial counsellor or speak to your
insurer about payment options or a
cheaper policy.
Last minute policies
In 2009, some homeowners

purchased insurance at the last
minute — literally as the fire came
over the hill.
Most insurers have now imposed a
24-hour waiting period before a policy
is activated.
So insure well in advance of a fire!
Know your property
In the aftermath of a disaster many
homeowners are too stressed to
accurately describe their home and
belongings, this may seem strange but
is not uncommon.
Take photos of your home, inside
and outside, and of your contents,
particularly valuable items.
And don’t keep the photos in your
home — put them somewhere safe!
The cost of rebuilding
During the past 10 years most local
government has changed building and
planning regulations to require all new

buildings to meet bushfire attack levels
based on exposure to fire risk.
These changes have greatly increased
the cost of rebuilding new properties.
It is important to make sure that
your sum insured is based on the new
building requirements and not the cost
of rebuilding your existing structure,
particularly, if the home was built
many years ago.
Understand your policy
Make sure you understand your
policy so that if something does
happen you know your entitlements.
Th i s ca n re l at e t o a c c e s s i ng
emergency accommodation, accessing
emergency funds or understanding the
cost and process of clearing a property
after a fire.
General insurance code of practice
The Insurance Council of Australia
has a General Insurance Code of
Practice for all insurers.

The Code includes a section designed
to assist consumers in the event of a
natural disaster.
The Code covers urgent responses
to claims, access to emergency funds
and a right to review a claim within 12
months in case there was an oversight
or misunderstanding on the part of the
consumer.
Elderly or vulnerable neighbours
Think about whether you have elderly
or vulnerable neighbours who may
need advice or assistance to maintain
their insurance arrangements.
Fo r m o re i n f o r mat i o n a b o u t
preparing yourself legally for an
emergency, Disaster Legal Help’s
website has a range of factsheets
to give you an overview of issues to
consider when making your fire plan
and what to do if the worst happens.
www.disasterlegalhelp.org.au

A word in your ear

By JAMES POYNER

THANKS TO a grant from Warrandyte
Community Bank Branch, the Diary
team have been busy preparing for the
launch of the new Warrandyte Diary
Podcast.
As reported in the October edition of
the Warrandyte Diary, the new podcast,
Warrandyte Insyte, will allow the Diary
team to delve deeper into the issues
that matter the most to our readers and
to explore these subjects with the help
of the experts in the know.
The Diary team went along to South
Warrandyte CFA’s fire preparation
event on November 29 and recorded
the talk given by Rob Powell from the
CFA’s Community Liaison (Bushfire
Engagement) Team and Patricia
Cridland, the Community Engagement

Photo from Black Saturday courtesy of CFA PIX

Courtesy of the CFA and their mighty fire trucks,
Santa will visit Wonga Park on Saturday December 16,
Warrandyte and North Warrandyte on Sunday December 17,
and South Warrandyte on Sunday December 24
between 8am & 1pm.
Proudly supported by

Warrandyte
Community Bank®
Branch

Officer at South Warrandyte Fire
Brigade discussing bushfire behaviour,
the importance of a good fire plan and
your options when bushfire threatens
where you live.
Warrandyte Insyte will also be talking
with Warrandyte Police, CFA and
Forest Fire Management Victoria about
preparing for the fire season, and we
will have an update on the summer
bridge works from VicRoads.
This will be the first of a series of
regular podcasts, which you will be
able to download via the Warrandyte
Diary website.
Keep an eye on the Warrandyte Diary
Facebook page for updates and links
to our debut download.
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Streets ahead with Warrandyte Festival
By CHERIE MOSELEN
WARRANDYTE Festival organisers have chosen
the theme “Streets of our Town” to inspire next
year’s celebration, which will feature across the
weekend of March 16–18 2018.
For over 40 years, since 1977, local volunteers
have created this weekend of events, which
annually demonstrates the charm and community
spirit that makes Warrandyte one of Melbourne’s
most appealing outer eastern suburbs.
Friday night’s expansive entertainment is all
about the arts.
Festivalgoers can choose between youth classic,
Battle of the Bands, the long-standing Rotary
Art Show and last year’s inaugural success,
Warrandyte Film Feast.
The winner of the 2017 Film Feast People’s
Choice Award, AutoCarrot (directed by Conor
Woods and Robert Fantozzi), has since gone on to
appear in the USA’s Buffalo Niagara International
Film Festival.
Short films are already flooding in for Film
Feast 2018 and word on the street is that the final
selection will be top notch.
If you love the idea of movies by the river with
a little wine (or beer) and pizza — and let’s face
it, who doesn’t? — be sure to grab a ticket when
they go on sale next February.

On Saturday morning, Yarra Street comes alive
when families and friends gather to take part in
Warrandyte Festival’s much-loved Grand Parade.
As usual, a conga line of fabulous floats involving
schools, artists, community organisations,
sporting groups and vintage cars will make its
way down to the festival site at Stiggants Reserve.
If you are a music lover, it is worth considering
that many local musicians now soaring further
afield — the Teskey Brothers, The Scrims
(formerly, Scrimshaw Four) and Ella Thompson,
to name a few — first sprouted their performance
wings at the Warrandyte Festival.
The festival stages continue their commitment
to quality music with next year’s line up featuring
such acts as The Scrims (fresh from Woodford
Folk Festival), local band The Humbuckin’
Pickups. And from Bathurst, talented duo Smith
and Jones will perform their intriguing mix of
original country, folk and jazz.
In a first for 2018, school stage bands have
been invited to perform in the Big Top Lounge
on Sunday, from noon until 5pm.
From new to tried and true, because nothing
says Warrandyte Festival like Billy Cart Derby!
Is anyone out there dreaming of the Indy 500?
Well, the festival has just the right start.
With March fast approaching, now is the perfect

Film Feast entrants

Billy cart derby

Anyone interested in entering a short film
for consideration can do so via email at:
info@strikingproductions.com.au.
Films can be up to 10 minutes and a “work
in progress”, as long as they are completed by
Friday February 16 2018.
Please provide a private link to your film
and contact details.
Priority will be given to local filmmakers
whose material meets selection criteria.
(Organisers will notify successful applicants
in due course.)

Build an awesome billy cart, (or borrow
one from a buddy) but be ready to line
up on Sunday for the race that reaps the
benefits of heroic glory and fantastic family
participation.
Great prizes available for children ages
8–15.
Parents get to take their inner dragster out
for a spin too!
For further info, contact Neil Carter on
0418 357 282 or go to the website at
www.warrandytefestival.org

time for a little family bonding exercise.
With enough great food and drink to please the
masses and plenty of bike, billy cart and non-stop
waterslide action to keep the kids happy, festival
weekend is a “must-do”.
“Streets of our Town” is an ideal theme to have
fun with.
So, use your imagination.
Put up a sign telling us something about your
street, yarn-bomb a lamppost or decorate a fence.
Get creative, Warrandyte!
The Diary will bring you more on Warrandyte’s
biggest event of the year in following months, so
watch this space.
Will 2018 see the return of the WazzaWhompa?
Can the Aldenhovens top last year’s incredible
streetscape?
How many crepes is it possible to eat in one
weekend?
Warrandyte Festival! It’s big, it’s bursting at
the seams.
Better be there!
Event information will be updated
gradually via the Festival Facebook
page and new-look website at:
www.warrandytefestival.org.

Photos: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

Warrandyte Carols

Photos from top:
Raymond Khong, Cindy
van der Ree, Rebecca
Jess, Renae Quarmby

The combined churches
of Warrandyte and Park
Orchards will present the
Warrandyte Community
Carols at Stiggants
Reserve on Saturday
December 16,
commencing at 7.30pm.
The program will feature
an array of outstanding
local artists, school choirs
and musicians. The Bellbird
Singers will be featured
throughout the evening as
well as leading the singing
of the traditional Carols
favourites, accompanied
by the 40 piece Eltham
Concert Band.
Come early to pet the
animals in the children’s
farm, bring your picnic tea,
or food and drinks can be
bought on the night. Glo
sticks and candles will be
available for purchase, and
donations will be accepted
during the performance for
the annual Christmas Bowl
Appeal.
If it is raining during the
day, and bad weather is
forecast for the evening, the
program will be held the
following evening, Sunday
December 17.
Enquiries: Warrandyte
Community Church on
9844 4148.

Christmas Market
Saturday December 16, 8am to 1pm
Over 180 stall holders
will be there,
including at least
20 new stall holders.
No market in January.
First market for 2018
will be on
Saturday February 3.
From the Committee of Management for the Warrandyte Riverside Market:

...have a safe and enjoyable Christmas and
here’s to more great markets in 2018
www.warrandyteriversidemarket.com.au
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Riveresque, draped in success
By JO FRENCH
20 YEARS AGO Janelle and David Wareham
walked into a small heritage listed shop on Yarra
Street, Warrandyte and decided it was the right
place to set up what is now known as Interiors
by Riveresque.
While David had previous experience in the
industry, Janelle was a nurse doing night shifts
in a brain injury ward and they had two children,
aged four and five years old.
Janelle often sat at an outside table at the
corner coffee shop, then called Teddy’s.
“I would sit and watch the door, jump up when
someone walked in and follow them inside,”
said Janelle.
Coming from a nursing background into
owning a small business, Janelle knew she
needed more than a love of fabrics to make it
work, so she hired a decorating consultant to
join the team.
More changes and challenges have come
with time and Janelle has established a strong
network of friends and fellow local business
owners around her for support.
The Warrandyte Business Association has
played a key role in supporting Janelle, and
she warrants her 10 years as President of
the Association as a crucial time of business
development.
Janelle also sought out a business mentor,

Stefan Kazakis from the Business Benchmark
Group.
“I wouldn’t be where I am today without him.
“You need someone to push you a little bit
more, to open your eyes to what is possible,”
says Janelle.
And so, business is evolving.
Janelle is now on the road, measuring and
quoting, excited to be visiting clients in their
homes and the second shop has opened a
few doors up, stocking a range of accessories,
furniture and lighting and hosting a monthly
event called Riveresque Rolling Art.
Along with local artists, Janelle often finds
beautiful art in the homes of clients, discovers
they themselves are the artists, and offers them
the opportunity to showcase in store with a
special opening night incorporating another
local business, The White Owl, for catering.
Reflecting on 20 years of business, Janelle is
thankful for the opportunities that have opened
up.
“It’s allowed me to travel — to Italy, to the USA,
to gift fairs... I wouldn’t have done it nursing and
being your own boss, doing your own hours, you
can take care of your family first if you need to.”
Janelle is thankful to her family, her team and
the local community for their support over the
years and wraps it all up in a simple statement
that many would echo.
“Support local — it just means so much.”

Dynamic
mother/daughter
dentists
By JO FRENCH
DENTAL SURGEONS, Doctors
Ranee Thevarajan and Shirani
Thevarajan are celebrating
20 years in business and are
thankful to the local community
of Warrandyte.
They were welcomed from
the beginning when, as a
mother and daughter team,
they decided the surgery room
in Trezise Street was the perfect
place to establish their venture
together.
“The community embraced
Mum and I,” said Shirani.
Shirani was in her second
year of practice when her
mother, Ranee, suggested they
join forces and open a clinic
together.
“From the day I graduated
Mum had confidence in me.
“She had mentored me over
the years and she put her trust
in me,” said Shirani.
Shirani first worked beside
her mother as a dental nurse
during a week of high school
work experience and later,
when it came her time to hold
the tools she felt they were an

extension of herself.
“I grew up watching my
mother, it became second
nature and I’m very grateful to
this day that I still love it,” said
Shirani.
Having their own practice
means they can make the work
fit around the needs of their
clients and their family, Shirani
worked part-time while her
two children were small and is
grateful that her job allowed her
that opportunity.
“I feel fortunate that I own
my own business and have
a business partner that is so
understanding,” said Shirani.
T h e m o t h e r / d a u g h t e rbusiness partner relationship
allows them to give their
clients the highest level of care
possible.
“We treat anyone who walks
in the door as family,” said
Shirani.
But they also recognise that
it is the team they have built
up around them that has
contributed to the success of
the clinic.

“We’ve been lucky with staff
— having the consistency of
a good team makes for a very
enjoyable and functioning
workplace, that’s very rare,”
said Shirani
There is, however, change in
the air as Ranee cuts back on
clinical work and focusses on
practice management.
Shirani said that one of the
hardest parts has been fitting
everyone in as sometimes they
cannot see new patients for
weeks ahead and they struggle
with trying to meet the needs of
the community.
“In order to maintain a
healthy work life balance I have
to branch out and find the right
person to replace Mum — it
won’t be easy,” she said
Reflecting on the past 20
years, Shirani said, “I would
love to thank the Warrandyte
community for embracing us
as a health care provider and
trusting us with their teeth and
their children’s teeth, I look
forward to many more years
here.”
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Meet the new Community Church pastor
The wider community was very involved in
setting up the playground, there were various
grants from organisations, like Lions, Rotary, and
the Warrandyte Community Bank, which is great.
Currently there are exercise groups that use the
facility during the week, there is a market group,
there is a group who have disabilities who come
and use our kitchen facility and other community
groups use it for a meeting place.
Warrandyte Community Association meet here
as well as the big fire forum.
I was two weeks in when that was on — we had
two big funerals that week as well, so it was a bit
of a baptism by fire.
But it was good to see just how much we [the
church] are a part of things.
Which denomination is the Church?
The Warrandyte Community Church is part
of an organisation which is the Community
Churches of Australia — we are not Anglican
or Baptist or Uniting or anything — it has that
non-denominational feel to it and that is what
we want more than anything, to be a place where
everyone is welcome.

By SANDI MILLER
ANDREW FISHER has taken over the pulpit at
Warrandyte Community Church.
Andrew has been a minister for 21 years,
moving recently from the Belgrave South parish
to take the reins from departing pastor David
Molyneux.
The new pastor sat down with the Warrandyte
Diary to introduce himself to the Warrandyte
community.
Welcome to Warrandyte Andrew, how are you
settling in?
To start here and be part of the church family
here has been really good — I am enjoying it.
I have been a pastor for 21 years now so this is
the fourth church I have been a part of, I have
been drawn to this church because of the whole
community aspect, I have got a passion about
that, the church is very connected to things that
are happening in the community and the place
is constantly being used.
Not everyone will have been here, so tell us
about what happens at the church?
There are about 250 that come but an average
service on a Sunday will be about 200 and that’s
the core group of people that are basically there
each week.
We have playgroups that run five days per
week, which I think is a wonderful thing for the
community.

What is your vision for the church as the new
pastor?
My vision at the moment — we want to look at
the ways and means in which we can utilise our
facilities a lot better — that is my dream — that
this can be a community hub where people can
come and utilise the facilities — we will certainly
use it for our church activities as well, but I think
we have got to be user friendly.
I think the biggest challenge here is people in
the community becoming more aware of the
things we do as a church — I am a great believer
that a church is meant to be a beacon of hope
for people and there are great things that are
happening in the world but at the same time
we have seen levels of depression that have just
skyrocketed.
People need a place where they can get help
with things that they are going through and that,
to me, is what a church is about, you know to be
the place that God intended it to be.
All too often, it becomes too inward and we
need to be outward — and people not being
afraid of the church, because we can all form
negative connotations about it.
The reality is that churches over the years have
done damages, the whole Royal Commission
[into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual
Abuse] — it’s just terrible what has taken place,
but you don’t want a church to be known for that
because I don’t think that is what [the church]
is at its core.
Its heartbeat is meant to be good not evil.
I think to paint the picture that a church is a
good place not a negative place — it really is a

passion of mine.
I really long for a church where everyone feels
welcome, that anyone can walk into a place and
feel like they are welcomed, it’s not dependent
on social economic status or gender, it’s a place
where people can come and be a part of a church
family.
We have got a number of sports chaplains who
attend here at the church that are involved with
some of the local clubs.
We want to see that grow because there is a
tremendous need out there through sporting
clubs, for chaplains who are there if people
want to talk.
There are things that coaches can’t do — they
can worry about what is happening on the footy
field, but off the footy field there are stuff that
happen in people’s lives — so [the chaplains] are
just there to chat with people.
I have been involved as a sports chaplain
myself at South Belgrave, which is in the same
division as Warrandyte, so my allegiances have
to change now!

things, getting to know people in the community
and all of the different groups.
What is your churches views on Same Sex
Marriage?
We didn’t have an official stand [on same sex
marriage] to tell people this is how you should
vote.
We understand in these things everyone is
going to have their different opinions so my role
while all that was going on was to say that “this
is my understanding of the situation”, but at the
same time I firmly want to acknowledge people
have their individual right to make up their mind.
When the vote was announced a couple of
weeks ago, I got up at Church on Sunday and said
I certainly know that there are going to be some
people in our church that will be disappointed
and I know there will be some who are glad and
we just acknowledge that is what happens in
a family, not everyone is all on the same page
together.
I personally wouldn’t [officiate a same sex
marriage], that’s because of my own beliefs.
Could the facility be hired out? I don’t know…
until we see the legislation and what sort of
protection mechanisms [there will be].
I often think if you go and ask someone to
marry you, you would like to think that they
were in agreement with your philosophies and
just where you are in your life, and I think if I had
that conversation that they would go “OK I don’t
think we are on the same page here Andrew”, and
I would go “OK that’s fine”.
We have such a wide variety of people and the
thing that draws us together isn’t the way we
vote on things.
The reality is the thing that draws us together as
a church is Jesus, and that’s why people come on
a Sunday because Jesus is alive and we want to
spend some time with The Bible looking at how
we are meant to be living our lives.
So that is what draws us together, it’s not the
other things, we can have diversity in that.
Even on Sunday I was talking about how there
is unity in coming together when Jesus is at the
core.
But it is not uniformity there is a difference
between uniformity and unity.
We are not advocating uniformity, we advocate
unity.

Tell us about yourself.
I am married to Julie, and we have four kids,
Daniel, 16, Rebecca, 13, Jonathan, 12 and Luke
who is six.
No pets — I’ve got four kids so racing around
after them is fun enough.
I am the President of a Little Athletics club,
because all my kids do Little Aths, but I love to
play golf.
I love to get outdoors, if someone came to me
and said to me you can go anywhere I would be
in America in a flash, because I love the National
Parks in America.
I was over there for two weeks and I did some
exploring of the National Parks over there, going
to Yosemite and places like that I just love.
I love the challenge of the walks — I have
done the whole southern section of Wilson’s
Promontory in a day, it’s like 66 kilometres.
A friend and I decided to see if we could do
it — and we did it — I love that kind of challenge.
Are you planning on moving to Warrandyte
to live?
We have just noticed there is a difference in
the housing market between here and Belgrave
South, but we are certain that if the right place
comes up then yeah, because we do want to live
in the area.
The only difference I have discovered between
Belgrave and here is the river, because we are
both treed — I love the fact that the market
utilises this facility as well every month, and even
the festival — I am looking forward to finding out
about the Warrandyte Festival — I know they use
the auditorium for the art show, I am looking
forward to finding my way through all these

What is planned at the Church over Christmas?
We have got a number of Christmas services
that are coming up, we’ve got the carols on the
16th at Stiggants, and Christmas Eve we will
have some family fun from about 4:30pm with
a jumping castle and free food and drinks, then
we will have a carols service.
Then there will be our Christmas Day service
at 9am.

Doncare brings joy to struggling Warrandyte families
By BEA BARRETT
THIS CHRISTMAS will see the
creation of a remarkable, pop-up
toyshop right here in our region.
It will be open for two days for
surrounding families-in-need,
and everything on display will be
brand new, locally donated and
completely free.
Participating parents will
browse and select — rather than
line up and be assigned — their
own gifts for their own children.
So, just like everyone else,
they’ll be free to choose.
And the joy of choosing will
be doubled come December
25 when they see paper ripped,
contents revealed and their
child’s face all lit up.
So, where’s all this happening,
how will it come about and how
do you get involved?

WARRANDYTE
GLASS

All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

gifts for children-in-need can be
placed.
Warrandyte’s is nestled in the
library.
Do you think there aren’t many families
On December 18, local
volunteers will start to collect “ in-need” around here? Think again.
all the donations into a central, Last Christmas, Doncare, the crisis-support
charity that works right across our region,
secret destination.
presented toys to 290 disadvantaged children.
It will then be transformed, elfIt also distributed 95 hampers and supplied
like, into the pop-up toyshop over 390 food parcels.
the ensuring days, complete with
According to Doncare one of the biggest
bright and beautiful decorations. causes of crisis is domestic violence.
In the meantime, invitations to
As is well known, it punches through every
attend would have been sent to class and every neighbourhood.
all participating parents.
For support, call Doncare on 9856 1500.
If you’d like to get behind
To contribute to the organisation’s pop up
this effort just bring something toyshop just place a new unwrapped gift for
suitable, unwrapped, into the a child under the Wishing Tree in the library
before December 18.
Warrandyte Library.
Every contribution will bring joy.
Every contribution, no matter
how small, will bring joy (more
than you’ll probably ever know). Pictured: Doncare volunteer Penny Philips
with Warrandyte librarian Kristy Moore.

The hard facts

The team behind the pop-up
toyshop is Doncare.
This crises-support charity,
which started in Doncaster, works
right across Manningham.
It has erected, throughout the
area, “Wishing Trees” – centrally
located Christmas trees where

A personal view
In the course of researching this article
I spoke to one woman who shared the
following:
“I’ve been in the situation; I’ve been unable
to afford gifts for my children.
“The thought of not being able to go out and
get them something — something just right,
just for them — was heart-breaking.
“I so wanted to ask, ‘what would you like?’
‘what would you love?’
“And I so wanted to track down the answer,
whatever it would have been.
“But I couldn’t — I had no choice.
“At that moment, I felt like a crucial part of
Christmas, as a mother, had been taken away
from me.
“If I’d had the opportunity to pick and
choose from the amazing donations brought
together by Doncare, I know it would have
made a difference to me and my girls.”

bradley curtis
ELECTRICIAN

Domestic
Commercial
Industrial and Airconditioning Installation and
Maintenance all areas

Phone 9844 2135

Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL

REC no. 6161

Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote
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Eight years young and going strong
By SANDI MILLER
THERE WAS A double celebration as Park
Orchards Farmers Market celebrated its
eighth birthday and the Park Orchards
Lions Club turned 40 during November.
Stall holders, visitors and lo cal
community groups came together — lead
by Sing Australia Heathmont — to sing
Happy Birthday to the market and to the
service club, which was followed by the
cutting of two birthday cakes — and I must
confess they were particularly yummy.
There are several stall holders who
have been coming to the market since its
inception, giving the market a real family
feel.
This includes Barry Withers from
Warrandyte Local Honey.
Barry said although the market is smaller
than the Warrandyte Market, it brings
people from outside the area.
“People know me and know the honey
and the eggs, they come and get that,”
he said, squeezing our conversation in
between serving a string of customers.
Market Manager Kylie Ross told the
Diary: “because we don’t have a pub or a

library or anything like that, the role of the
market is really to bring the community
together in a social sense”.
With only three markets in Manningham,
Warrandyte, Wonga Park and Park
Orchards, all running on separate
weekends each month, Ms Ross says the
three market committees are cooperating
“to build Manningham as a destination for
weekend markets”.
A share of the proceeds of the market is
given to charity, with this month’s donation
going to Fight MND, an organisation which
raises money for research into Motor
Neuron Disease.
Started in 2009 by Councillor Sophie
Galbally and husband Tim, who is
president of the Park Orchards Lions
Club, the market is held at Park Orchards
Primary School on the third Saturday of
every month from 9am to 1pm.
The December market will be host to a
display by Tiny Homes.
This follows open viewings in November
in their Ringwood Warehouse, which
attracted 10,000 visitors with an auction
televised on Sky News.

Owner Indi Hangan says he was
inundated with requests from people
who missed out on seeing “a tiny” before
the auction.
Built by Ringwood-based Tiny Homes
Australia and operated by Croydon
company Hangan Construction, each tiny
home is professionally built and comes
with a builder’s warranty.
Taking about three months to build, the
homes are about one tenth the size of an
average house but include the necessities:
full insulation, a bedroom and living area,
kitchen and diner, bathroom with a shower
and flushing toilet, television and built-in
storage space, heating and cooling.
A great option for multi-generational
housing or those interested in serious
downsizing.
Enquiries:
parkorhardsmarket.com.au
or via Facebook:
@ParkOrchardsMarket/
For information in tiny homes:
facebook.com/tinyhomes.aus/

Last minute
Christmas Shopping?
Warrandyte shops have
all you need
DIARY MINI ADS
CHAUFFURED TR ANSFERS
Arrive safely in style & comfort.
Airport transfer, parties, weddings.
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 6
passengers & luggage. Call Clive
for bookings 0412 556 801.

Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron
Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

PORT DOUGLAS By The Beach
100m 2 Self Contained Units Pool
spa 2 bed unit & 1 bed with spa
BBQ area car space. kvanscoy@
tpg.com.au Call 0409 359 240.

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

warrandytevet.com.au

Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490
selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au

A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

CYRIL

By PAUL WILLIAMS

Industrial, Commercial, Domestic

DAMIEN NOTT

0438 537 773
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Ready, get set, read! The Magic World of Socks
By JAMES POYNER

WARRANDY TE,
Doncaster and The
Pines Libraries have
joined with libraries
across Australia in
encouraging children
and young adults to
e n ga g e i n re a d i n g
this summer, with the
launch of their annual
Summer Reading Club
(SRC) event.
The annual event
has been a part of
the Whitehorse
Manningham Libraries
summer program for
several years.
In last year's SRC,
12,614 children
and young adults
participated in the program,
collectively reading 136,571
books.
Getting children into the
program is easy, children can
register online by visiting the
SRC website or by visiting
Warrandyte, Doncaster,
The Pines or any of the
libraries in Whitehorse and
Manningham.
Each year, the event is
themed, and this year ’s
theme is about sport and
competition.
The various libraries, as well
as the SRC website, will be
running a number of events,
using sport, videogames,
board/card games and online
and virtual technologies to
help children and young
adults explore literature.
To participate, entrants

time when it is too
hot — or too wet —
to go outside, or it
is too dangerous to
stay at home due
to the Fire Danger
Rating.
Participants can
also take part in a
number of online
competitions via
the SRC website,
where they can
write book reviews,
blogs, short stories
and take part in
other book related
competitions
to win fabulous
prizes.
must be registered members
of the library; then, they have
until January 31 to complete
three activities:
• Read 10 books.
•	Download and read one
e-book.
•	Write a small review of
their local library.
There is an activity sheet to
record each task and once
complete, participants are
entered into a prize draw
where they are in w ith
a chance to win an Osmo
Coding Kit, book vouchers,
and many other prizes, each
child is limited to a maximum
of 10 entries.
110 books may seem like
a daunting task, but with
thousands of wonderful
stories to read and some
awesome prizes up for grabs
— what a great way to spend

IT IS NOT AN easy life being a
single sock, in fact no life at all.
Once off the foot, no sock is
safe.
But now these lonely ones are
being offered a second chance.
Pamela Booth, one of
Warrandyte’s most multi-skilled
artists has partnered with exWarrandytian Gwenda Ennis
to produce a unique children’s
book about lost socks.
This is a universal tale about
a domestic problem that has
plagued people for untold years.
It is a delight, enhanced by
Pamela’s wonderful sketches and
after reading the book children
have commented on realising

the importance of keeping their
socks together, so it also has a
social benefit as well as being
entertaining.
The book will have its first
release at the December 16
Warrandyte Market, where there
will be examples of uses for lost
socks.
A proposal is being drafted
for councils to engage in social
benefit drives involving lost
socks that can be made into
clothing, blankets, animal rugs,
floor rugs, etc.
Bring along your clean,
lonely socks, donate them, and
give them a second chance at
fulfilling their destiny.

We are aware of the Goldilocks
factor here, some socks are too
tight, some socks too loose and
some just right, but these are the
most vulnerable, because they
are the most worn.
When you visit the Sockette’s
stall you will know your lonely
one’s are in good hands.

For more information, visit
the Warrandyte Library
located in the Warrandyte
Community Centre,
168 Yarra Street.

summerreadingclub.
org.au

We have moved!!!
Come and ﬁnd us in our new clinic
The Movement Joint.
Located on the corner, next door to the
Post Ofﬁce.
Call or go online to book.

Dr Hamish Fraser - Osteopath
Born and bred locally, Hamish has been
working in Warrandyte for almost 9 years.
Hamish is available Monday - Friday.

Dr Nikki Chen - Osteopath
Nikki has been a familiar face around
Warrandyte having worked in the area for
many years. Nikki is available Monday Thursday & Saturday.

1O2 Melbourne Hill Rd Warrandyte Mon-Sat 9844 O556 themovementjoint.com.au
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How a Warrandyte local got the chance
to meet her very own Christmas angel
By ZENA CHAMAS

CHRISTMAS CAN be a difficult time for
elderly people, it’s estimated over half
a million Australian seniors might be
spending the day alone.
Receiving visitors — especially around
the holidays — is important for older
people, as it is often the highlight of
somebody’s day or even week.
Strong connections between elderly
people and their friends and family are
beneficial for both mental and physical
health and can drastically improve
quality of life for people living alone or in
residential aged care.
Warrandyte resident Joan Ragg and
her carer Bernadette Lee share one such
connection and the pair have grown close
over the last five years.
Bernadette, who works as a support
worker for an in-home care service called
Nextt, finds her relationship with Joan
incredibly rewarding.
The pair spend time together regularly,
and the 83-year-old Joan has come to love
the visits.
“I’m her hand and her leg, and one day
she told me that I’m the daughter that she
never had, we do things that her boys can’t
do, like I bathe her and match her outfit,”
Ms Lee said.
“I try to work with her during Christmas
the most, because her family work quite
far away, and it’s hard for them to be with
her, so I do my best to work with her and
we talk about things she loves, and it makes
her happy.” She said.
Statistics show that 40% of people in
residential aged care do not receive a single
visitor all year, and they are even less likely
to see family and friends around the busy
holidays.
People like Joan, who are lucky enough to
remain at home, often receive more visitors
than their counterparts in aged care.
Bernadette often acts as family for Joan

A

when her sons cannot be with her.
Joan is deaf, so she and Bernadette
communicate via sign language and
writing, as they talk about all the things
Joan never could with her sons.
Joan loves her home with its big backyard,
filled with all sorts of flora and fauna.
“She loves flowers in the house, so I pick
them for her and put them in the house,”
Bernadette explains.
Joan’s son, Phillip, is grateful for
Bernadette and everything she offers Joan.
“We all appreciate what she [Bernadette]
is doing, she always goes above and
beyond for mum and what’s expected,”
he says.
Services like Nextt allow elderly people to
remain at home, instead of being moved to
residential aged care, where they are more
likely to experience feelings of isolation
and loneliness.
Putting support workers in contact with
seniors is beneficial for both parties, as
most support workers find their work
fulfilling.
Case manager Naomi Alefelder aims to
keep people like Joan at home for as long
as possible.
“It’s really about being an advocate… I
assessed the situation and with my input
we decided to give her a second go at living
at home.” Ms Alefelder said.
The longer a senior can stay at home, the
better the outcome for them, and Joan’s
love of nature means she enjoys living at
her Warrandyte home, rather than at an
aged care facility.
With Christmas fast approaching, Joan
and Bernadette are busy planning a picnic
where Joan hopes she can spend some
time with all five of her sons to celebrate
the holiday.
Many elderly people around the country
miss out on these types of interactions,
which makes Joan and Bernadette’s
relationship even more special.

G R A N D

THANK YOU!
CHEERS TO ANOTHER GREAT YEAR

CHRISTMAS EVE CELEBRATIONS

AHA - PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARDS

Thank you to the community and
our loyal customers for your
support throughout 2017. Wishing
you and your families a safe and
happy festive season and new year.

We are looking forward to another
great Christmas Eve celebration.
Come and catch up with all
your mates for a great night
at The Grand Warrandyte.

The Grand team are super
proud to come runners-up in the
2017 Australian Hotel Awards
People’s Choice Category.
A huge achievement for the team!

T H E G R A N D WA R R A N DY T E

110 YARRA STREET

INFO@GRANDHOTELWARRANDYTE.COM.AU

T (03) 9844 3202

GRANDHOTELWARRANDYTE.COM.AU

@GRAND -HOTEL -WARRANDYTE

@ GRANDWARRANDYTE
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Barefoot and aware

Remembering Raphael’s Father

By JO FRENCH
IT’S THAT TIME of the year, barefoot
season, and from where I stand, one of
the highlights of the warmer months.
I’m very happy to kick off my shoes
and enjoy one of life’s simplest
pleasures.
The sense of freedom that comes as I
walk the earth, sans a barrier of leather
and rubber, seems to have benefits
beyond my understanding.
I do however know that my stress
levels reduce rapidly when I can
feel the ground beneath me and the
increased sensitivity causes me to slow
down and take notice.
On the floorboards I am instantly
aware of crumbs, and on the grass I’m
on the lookout for bees, either way, I
am tuned in.
The discourse on the benefits of
going barefoot is far reaching, from
Buddhists monks choosing to walk
barefoot to encourage humility, to a
European movement encouraging
barefoot bushwalking (I’m not sure
that one will take off here).
There is also talk of electrons and free
radicals and connecting directly with
the earth to equalise.
My yoga instructor, Tanya, says
that walking barefoot increases our
awareness of how we are walking on
the earth.
Our footsteps — are they light or
heavy, dragging or lifted?
Tuning in we notice our footfall and
our posture.
When we are tired or struggling we
tend to walk with heavier footfall and
poorer posture.
Our feet enable us to create good
posture and in turn, good posture
creates good mood and other health
benefits.
When we stand firmly on the ground,
we connect and stabilise, and then we
are able to stand taller, to lift ourselves,
to walk a little taller.

As we push into the ground we can
feel the rebound, it’s subtle but it’s
there, and it flows upwards, energising
and strengthening.
And how’s your balance by the way?
In order to balance we must press
down firmly into the ground and be
solid and confidant.
We play balance games at home,
barefoot of course, with my karateloving seven-year-old.
He is learning to stand strong on one
leg, pivot and kick.

It is a simple trick, or perhaps skill,
but the effect is satisfying and he’s
getting stronger.
When we walk or stand, the soles of
our feet are the only things connecting
us to the ground.
They are communicating with our
brain via thousands of nerves, or
receptors, about the terrain we are on.
Each step sends vital information
that is then used to make sure we use
the right movement.
Apparently our feet receive the most
sensory input of the entire body.
It’s all rather clever really yet often
disregarded.
So what of shoes?
Particularly those lovely soft ones
that I like to slip on, the ones that are
likened to walking on clouds?

Well, it seems we are missing out
on so much information when we
are walking on clouds, or even on
concrete.
Smooth, soft and flat surfaces make
our receptors a little lazy, they stagnate
our intuition and contribute to the loss
of connectedness and surefootedness
as we age.
We need to wake them up, switch
them on and tune in to the ground
we walk on.
We read the land through our
feet, and this information gives us a
stronger sense of place.
So kick off your slippers, your
runners, your high heels and even
your thongs and take notice of what’s
beneath you.
Walking barefoot reminds us that
we are dependent on the earth for
our survival, and each sensory step
allows us to reflect on our own impact
on nature.
Most of us take our shoes off to walk
in the sand and are familiar with the
pleasure of those first few steps taken
seaside.
Walking on gravel or grass takes a
little more effort.
It won’t really hurt, though it may
take a little getting used to.
The soles of our feet can take more
than we think they can, and besides,
people everywhere have been doing
it a very long time.
Unshod, we slow down and choose
our path carefully, we learn to watch
where we walk, avoiding prickles,
enjoying the coolness of grass.
I understand that not everyone is
into shoelessness and like to keep
their feet soft and white, but let me
encourage you to kick off your shoes,
connect to what holds us here and get
your feet dirty.
It’s the most wonderful time of the
year to give it a go.

IN THE RECENT Veteran Story
Writing and Art Competition
sponsored by Depar tment of
Veterans' Affairs and The Heidelberg
Repatriation Hospital, Warrandyte
artist, Don Hughes won the John
Quinlivan TPI special Recognition
Award — runner up, for his oil on
canvas painting, Raphael’s Father.
Don told the Diary that the portrait
depicted the trauma and distress
when the father was told of the
death of his son Raphael, the first
United Nations De-Miner killed in
Mozambique
“Two of my De-Miners, Raphael
and Lucas, simultaneously stood on
Russian made PMN anti personal
land mines at 0818 hours December
16 1994.
“I had been their new boss from
0700 hours that morning — 78
minutes,” said Don.
Raphael died of his wounds a few
days later.

Lucas survived, and was well
looked after by the Old Sappers
Association of Victoria.
The painting is inspired by Don’s
visit to inform Raphael’s Father and
family of his passing.
“It was not an easy task!” said Don.
“This picture tried to embody the
shear distress and sadness of a father
learning the news of a deceased son,”
said Don.
Don has decided to donate the
painting to the TPI Association HQ
in North Melbourne.
31 Australian Sappers and 32
Australian Federal Police deployed
to the Peacekeeping Operation
(ONUMOX/OP CORACLE)in
Mozambique from March 1993 —
March 2002.
Mozambique was the first
landmine affected country in the
world to be declared “mine free” in
August 2015.

SEASONS GREETINGS

FROM LIONS AND LEOS

The Leos have been busy filling gift boxes that are processed and
sent overseas as Christmas gifts to the less fortunate. (Pictured)
The Leos can be seen at the Warrandyte Riverside Market each month,
handing out china mugs at the coffee stands, in a bid to curb landfill. The
mugs are much nicer to drink from and are easy to recycle after they have
been washed.
The Warrandyte Work Inclusion Program is very grateful for the grant received
from the Bendigo Community Bank. It allows for the purchase of equipment for
youth to gain work place skills in the community, helping elderly people who are
unable to garden or hire services. The youth provide general light maintenance
at a minimum cost.
Please view website for further information

www.oakdalefunerals.com.au

24hr contact - 9726 8724

AFFORDABLE LILYDALE CEMETERY CREMATION/CHAPEL PACKAGE
CREMATIONS – BURIALS – RELIGIOUS SERVICES - MEMORIAL SERVICES

PROVIDING CHOICE & EXCELLENCE IN FUNERAL CARE

Please contact Natalie Manser 0400 894 076
Should you wish to become a part of the Lions,
joining them in giving back to our local community,
you can contact the Lions President Jenni Dean
0401 963 583
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Understanding a different cultural mindset

Birrarung stories
By JIM POULTER
IN THE OCTOBER edition, I spoke
about my great-great grandfather’s
epic first meeting in the forest with the
local Wurundjeri in 1840.
After this John established a strong
ongoing relationship and would often
trade butter, tea, sugar or flour for a
possum, bandicoot or kangaroo.
This would give him the opportunity
to sit and talk with his new friends.
As far as I know John Chivers was
one of only two local settlers who
bothered to learn the Woiwurung
language.
The other was Jimmy Dawson who
settled at Warrandyte in May 1840.
As language is the window into
culture, settlers like John and Jimmy
showed they were willing to try and
understand Aboriginal concepts and
culture.
This embrace of the Aboriginal
mindset is readily demonstrated in the
many stories handed down through
my family, containing insights into
Aboriginal culture.
This interest in and respect for their
culture is also readily demonstrated in
the fact that although John was a lay
preacher in the Primitive Methodist
Church, he did not evangelise to the
Aboriginal people.
For all his life — and well in to
his eighties — John preached on
Sundays from the pulpit of various
local churches.
He walked to places as far away as
Greensborough to preach, because he
refused to work his horse on a Sunday.
However, despite his strong Christian
faith, he thought that Aboriginal
people already led Christian lives
without the need for them to embrace
the faith.
One of the first things of which John
became aware, was how Aboriginal
people regarded white people as being
appallingly ignorant on environmental
matters.

A l l Ab o r i g i na l k n ow l e d g e i s
integrated through the totem system to
ultimately serve ecological purposes,
but they thought that white people
and their animals were unbelievably
ignorant and destructive.
For instance, John was told they
thought it was unbelievable how
much the new animals ate, drank and
excreted.
Australian animals barely drank,
only excreted little pills and nuggets,
and never fouled their own drinking
water.
Sheep, cows and horses however,
continually ate and continually

excreted mountains of waste, even
while they were eating and drinking.
What was worse, all these animals
had hard hooves and were wrecking
the countryside.
John’s new friends complained that
all these thousand of sheep had come
in and eaten all the grass.
When there was no grass left, the
sheep then dug up the roots of the
grass with their hard hooves and ate
that, so the grass couldn’t grow back.
John’s friends shook their heads in
disbelief saying that because the sheep
had eaten all the grass, the kangaroos
had all left.

So even though they were now
sharing the land with the white man,
when they went to share a sheep, they
were shot and told they were stealing.
This little story about the effect of
sheep is underlined by the historical
fact that three years after Port Phillip
Colony was established, a livestock
census was taken in 1838.
It showed that there were now an
unbelievable 311,000 sheep in the
colony.
They not only ate all the grass, but
they also ate all the myrnong (native
parsnip) which was a staple food
source for Aboriginal people.

With all the hard-hoofed animals,
the soil became so badly compacted
that absorption was decreased and
run-off increased, thus causing an
increase in both drought and flood.
Aboriginal people also could not
understand why white people seemed
to think that the indiscriminate killing
of animals was some sort of sport.
John was asked why white people
would shoot dozens of ducks or as
many as two hundred kangaroos at
a time and leave their corpses to rot.
They wouldn’t even bother to eat
any of the animals or skin them for
clothing.
Ab o r i g i n a l p e o p l e t h e re f o re
thought that white people were quite
uncivilised and this was demonstrated
by their very questionable personal
habits.
For instance, white people loved the
green stuff that came out of their nose
so much, that they saved it up in bits of
rag and kept it in their pockets.
Now how filthy is that!?
Worse than that though, John was
quizzed on why white people loved
their bodily waste so much that they
built little houses and saved it up in
tins.
Then when the tin was full they
would go and tip it in the creek.
Not even the smallest Aboriginal
child would behave like that.
As an ironic counterpoint to this
story, when the Coranderrk Aboriginal
station was established in 1863,
Wonga and Barak sought official
permission to hunt game in the forest
to supplement their food.
The official reply came back from the
Aborigines Protection Board agreeing,
but with the proviso that “...as long as
they do not kill wantonly”.
The comment showed how
abysmally little the supposed experts
really knew about the Aboriginal
mindset.
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Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

Proudly supporting the community since 2002
Committed local osteopaths, Dr Richard
Pearce and Dr Sharni Leon established
practice in Warrandyte in 2002 with a
vision to provide patients the highest
quality of Osteopathic care; treating
“injuries” as well as maintaining the
“health and wellness” of the body.
We spend longer with you to

sciatica

accurately assess, diagnose and treat

New doctors
now taking new patients
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos
Dr Irina Fast
Dr Ashraf Zakhary

your condition, resulting in fast and

sports injuries

effective results.

frozen shoulder
back & neck pain
headache & migraines
jaw pain treatment (TMJ)

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients

Shop 2, 90-92 Melbourne Hill Road, Warrandyte (next to Ruby Tuesdays)

OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm

www.osteopathymelbourne.org

Ph 9844 2465
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Nillumbik Artists Open Studios
By SANDI MILLER Photos BILL MacAULEY

Artists welcome visitors with open arms
SYD TUNN AND Ona Henderson, between
them, have been painting for a combined one
hundred and six years.
Their studio in the Bend of Islands was again
part of the Nillumbik Open Studios program
held in November for its thirtieth year.
However, Syd and Ona began opening the
doors to their studio 35 years ago.
Ona got the idea from Heidelberg school
artist Tom Roberts who held open studios in
the 1890s.
“Lots of people have done it for centuries all
over the world, and I just got the idea to do it
here, and we did it for two or three years and
approached the council who said we could do
a trial [across the Shire] — that was in 1987 and
it just took off, it was fabulous!
“The first year we had 2,000 people through,
which is why we started the program, we sold
everything.”
The Nillumbik Open Studio program now
boasts 35 artists from 25 studios right across
the Shire.
Syd gave praise to Ona’s foresight.
“I thought Ona was a nutter! But I have trouble
seeing down the track, because it took her years
and years with the council,” he said.
“But it really works and everyone loves it… we
already sold three paintings this morning before
we opened,” she said.
It is not only the sales that makes the program
work for Ona, she finds connecting with
people who enjoy her art is a huge part of the
experience.
“When we were in the gallery system, a lot
of the galleries jealously guard their clients
and often they will steer you away, — even at
openings — someone has bought your painting
and you don’t always get to meet them on the
night, I found that very frustrating, so the beauty
here is you are doing it all yourself.”
For Syd, the Open Studio program provides a
motivation to finish his paintings.
“It gives you a kick up the bum every six
months, as an artist you need a deadline — I
have always worked to deadlines,” he said,

confessing he was still putting the finishing
touches on one work at five o’clock the night
before the opening.
Syd and Ona first met each other at art school,
where Syd trained as a graphic designer and Ona
trained as a psychologist — she was his model.
“She was a terrific model, she had that
something extra,” he said.
More than fifty years later, the chemistry
between them is palpable, you can almost feel
the warmth flowing around the studio, like a
calm summer breeze, making you feel at home
the moment you step through the studio doors.
This love has got them through some fairly
traumatic times together, notably the Black
Saturday bushfires which hit very close to their
Bend of Islands home, both physically and
emotionally.
“We were seven minutes from the fires as the
crow flies and we had ash falling here… we lost
seven close friends — including a family that we
holidayed with every year — their 12-year-old
was the only family member to survive the fire
— so we couldn’t paint for about four months
because we were so traumatised.
“We did Art Therapy for people who had lost
family and houses and that got me back into
counselling.
“We started new paintings which were healing
paintings, and we started painting on each
other’s painting — we call them our CollaborArt
Duet Series and we would paint like one inch
from each other’s brushes.”
Open Studios has allowed them to share their
experience with the community.
“We had a lot of close friends who went
through fire …and that has been a really big
part of Open Studios, because a lot of people
in this community had experiences similar to
us... you are meeting people in a whole different
way when you are in an Open Studio compared
to a gallery — we’ve done shows overseas, I’ve
done shows in New York and London, we’ve
had big shows —this is gentler, much more
community oriented, it’s a nice way to meet
people,” said Ona.

Sid Tunn and Ona Henderson at Creek House Studios, Bend of Islands
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Artists Open Studios Exhibition at Eltham Library

Potter Judy Trembath

30th Open Studios a huge success
SINCE 1987 Nillumbik Artist Open Studios has
been held in studios across Nillumbik.
This year the event was held over two
weekends in November with around 3000
people visiting the 25 studios.
Participating artists work in a range of media
from painting, printmaking, glass, sculpture,
ceramics, photography and jewellery making,
working in studios right across the Shire.
Three studios were open close to home in the
Bend of Islands; Syd Tunn and Ona Henderson
(see opposite) as well as sculptor, Tim Read and
painter Jess Jarvie.
The Diary visited Dunmoochin, where
resident artists Mark Wotherspoon and Jole
Florio opened the door of the artists retreat
where Mark has spent the past two years and
Jole the last year.
Working as artist-in-residence has provided
the artists an opportunity to exclusively focus
on their art.
Mark and Jole both feel that the environment
at Dunmoochin in ideal for creating landscape
as Mark says the covenant over the property
“helps to preserve the native vegetation and the
fauna in a way that slows the encroachment of
the outside world”.

Jole Di Florio with self portrait

Mark Wotherspoon

Also in Cottles Bridge, potter Judy Trembath
welcomed the Diary to peruse her amazing
array of functional ceramics, while we also
visited contemporary visual artist Katie
Chancellor in her Eltham studio
Artist Diana Jackson has been painting for 25
years and works in a variety of media, mostly
focussing on landscape and urban scape.
This year she opened her Eltham home,
which she had set up as a gallery, and she was
delighted with the response.
“This was the best open studios I have every
experienced,” she said.
It was the eighth time she had participated
in the event.
Diana lost count of the number of visitors she
welcomed each day, but she believes it was in
the order of 50 per day.
She sold a massive 25 paintings over the
course of the event.
Along with being able to welcome visitors
into their studio, each artist contributed works
to an exhibition at the Eltham Library, with
almost half of the artists selling pieces at the
Library exhibition.
The exhibition moves to Montsalvat from
March 8 until April 2 2018.

Visual artist Katie Chancellor
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All aboard for a Brief Encounter
One feels he quite possibly makes love with
his socks on.
Behind the scenes, more down to earth
shenanigans are going with several different
parts being played with great talent by Lisa
Upson, Simone Kiefer, Tony Clayton, Flora
Terrens and David Tynan.
All the actors are wonderful to
watch performing.
Nöel Cowards music and
words featured throughout,
with one of my all-time
favourites Mad About the
Boy, a spoken song, delivered
beautifully by Simone.
The singing throughout the
play was lead with expertise by
the talented Lisa Upson.
Adrian Rice did his usual great
job of directing.
The costuming was delightful,
particularly Laura’s first dress, which
rumour has it, belonged to her (Gabby’s)
grandmother; what a wonderful piece to have
and treasure.
The sets were well thought out as always and
the audience in general thoroughly enjoyed the
production.
I fear poor Laura may never be quite the same,
but that the good doctor will have a similar
interlude(s) when he re-settles in South Africa.
C’est la vie!

review
By BRIONY BOTTARELLI
O N E N T E R I N G t h e “o l d g r e e n h a l l ”,
the Warrandyte Mechanics Institute, my
companions and I were greeted with a full house
and the wonderful sounds of the “Trio de Gare”.
So nice to see Jack Stringer back — and in
good health.
The cast were already busy at work, checking
our train tickets so we could embark on a journey
of loves, both found and lost.
The story is of an illicit love affair — or two
— unintentionally entered into by a couple at
a certain stage in their lives, both married with
children and perhaps questioning what life was
all about.
We get to see Laura (Gabby Llewelyn) interact
with her children and husband, Albert (David
Tynan).
A lovely, gentle man who seems to sense
something is amiss with his wife, but is prepared
to quietly ride it out and hope all will return to
normal down the track.
We are not privy to Alec’s (Sean Paisley
Collins) family, but learn he is a doctor — with
considerably more time on his hands than a
doctor should have.
Alec is a frightfully proper English gentleman
with wonderful diction.

dining
By BRIONY BOTTARELLI

We specialise in:
•
•
•
•
•

trembling with tears streaming was so realistic
and had us all wondering whether she would
conquer her suicidal impulse.
Sean Paisley Collins made his Warrandyte
debut as the dashing Alec and, like Gabby, had
perfectly mastered the accents and mannerisms
of the day.
Warrandyte regulars Lisa Upson, David Tynan,
Simone Keifer, Tony Clayton and Flora Terrens
played a number of parts hilariously, most of
them revolving around the operation of the
station buffet.
Of particular mention must be the uproariously
funny So Good at Love dance by David and Lisa,
and the gushing, chattering Dolly played by
Flora.
Brilliantly woven into the adapted screenplay
were a number of songs and poems set to
Coward’s music, and although the performers
(Lisa excepted) were not trained singers, they
carried this off extremely well and with great
enthusiasm.
This was local theatre at its very best.
Next year’s season has three one-act plays in
March, Doubt in June, Vere in late September
and The Festive Follies at the end of November.
Don’t miss them!
Photos: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

A taste of Italy comes to Cocoa Moon

IT IS NO SECRET; Italian food is still
my favourite and a visit to Cocoa Moon
for their Italian banquette at the end of
November did not let me down.
The meal started with garlic bread
— what else — while we sipped our
complimentary glass of wine, trying to
avoid salivating whilst anticipating what
was to come next.
The selection of entrées, gnocchi in a slow
cooked duck ragu, tortellini carbonara and
spaghetti with cheese crusted meat balls,
was all delicious.
For mains, we received a taste of spring
lamb roast, Sicilian style baked barramundi
and Italian braised chicken.
Although very different to mum’s Sunday
roast, I enjoyed the lamb the most and it
conjured up some lovely memories.
My companion loved the Sicilian style
barramundi, a little spice being ever so
nice.
Struggling delightfully by now, we tucked
into dessert — zesty lemon tart, triple

Warranwood

By DAVID HOGG
IT’S NOT ONLY the acting which is brilliant but
the whole atmosphere.
As soon as we enter the Mechanics Institute
we are all transported back to the 1930s to
witness this production of Nöel Coward’s Brief
Encounter.
A smartly dressed and capable
orchestra “Trio de Gare” is already
playing music of the era.
O ld-fashioned ushers in
uniform clip our tickets.
The play centres around a
chance intimate meeting which
develops into a surreptitious
extramarital affair, at a time
when such emotions must
remain controlled and secret.
Most of the action takes place in
the refreshment room of the station
at Milford Junction, and a clever set
consisting of two projection screens
assisted by stereo sound and smoke effects
makes a brilliant job of depicting the trains.
Gabby Llewelyn makes a welcome return to
Warrandyte and brilliantly portrayed Laura.
Her final scene, standing on the platform

chocolate fudge brownies (with salted
caramel semifreddo, topped with caramel
sauce) and liquor tiramisu.
For someone who now struggles through
one course at home, I did “overly” well.
Having a small sample of all courses is a
lovely idea and enjoyed by all.
Unfortunately, this was not a meal for
vegetarians.
Maybe next year Cocoa Moon could
come up with a vegetarian banquette.
The meals were beautifully presented by
the chef and delivered by the lovely staff
of Cocoa Moon.
Staff say a great deal about a business
owner.
Andres has a team of quietly polite,
efficient employees who have been
working with him for some time.
When they do leave — they have a
tendency to return!
Keep up the good work — and the good
food.
Can’t wait for the treats in 2018!

Gardens
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Mowing (Including ride-on)
Landscaping & maintenance
Garden clean-ups
Large acreage — fire risk — material clearance
All your home and garden needs
For more info contact David on:

mobile: 0407 762 561 or AH: 9876 2561
email: tuckerd.starguard@bigpond.com

At Lavrin & Lawrence Orthodontics, our husband and wife Specialist Orthodontists look forward to providing
your family with personalised orthodontic care.
Children, teens and adults welcome
Traditional braces, Invisalign and Invisalign for Teens

No referral necessary
9846 3811
Templestowe & Melbourne
www.lavrinortho.com.au
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Diary cartoonists recognised at Stanley Awards
By SANDI MILLER
THE CARTOONING world’s best and
brightest gathered in Old Parliament
House in Canberra recently to bestow
the 2017 Stanley Awards.
Diary Cartoonists Robert Black and
Jock Macneish collaborated on an
animated video for Aboriginal Victoria
aimed at opening dialogue on a Treaty
in Victoria.
The video was named as a finalist in the
animation category.
The prestigious Stanley awards are held
by the Australian Cartoonists Association,
the world’s oldest continuously running
cartooning association, dating back to
1926.
Robert Black told the Diary even
though they didn’t win on the night,
being a finalist is a great honour.
“There are a lot of cartoonists in
Australia and only a handful ever get
nominated for a Stanley,” he said.
Robert has now been nominated three
times in the last three years, while this
is Jock’s first appearance as a finalist
since joining the Association around
ten years ago.
The awards are named after Stan
Cross, who is remembered for a wellloved cartoon, “For God sake, stop
laughing this is serious” and voting is by
professional members of the Association
— meaning they have to be earning
their living by cartooning, and it is the
peer recognition that gives the award
its cache.
Robert humbly explained that there are
different categories — “some have many,
many, entries — editorial cartoonists,
caricaturists, single gag cartoonists

— they are very tough — whereas
for animation this year there were 12
entries — the Association tries to create
new categories as times change, they
can see that people are moving towards
animation — this is a young category”.
He told the Diary what makes a winning
animation is hard to define.
“Is it about the drawing? Is it about how
it works as an animation? With caricature
you can go, well that is a really interesting
original way of caricaturing — but I am
not sure how defined the parameters are
around animation,” said Robert.
But it is not all about the prizes.
For Robert and Jock, attending the
awards night allows you to become part
of a cartooning community.
“It is the one night of the year where
you get to meet your contemporaries and
make new friends.
“You hear people who are firemen or
in the special forces who say ‘people
outside don’t appreciate what it’s like’ —
that’s something we share as cartoonists,”
said Robert.
“We all complain about editors all
night,” chimed in Jock, cheekily.
The video that the pair submitted for
consideration was commissioned by
the Department of Aboriginal Affairs
(Aboriginal Victoria).
They attended a meeting and were told
“we want you to do a video and the topic
is Treaty in Victoria — we know you will
do a fantastic job and our boss says it has
to be brilliant… Um, that’s it”.
After a week of brainstorming ideas,
the theme they finally settled on was The
Winds of Change.
“It had to involve both Aboriginals in

the city but also in the countryside so
we settled on the element of wind as a
theme and everything flowed from that.
“There was also the idea that we have
Bunjil in every frame and at some
point we thought he could be casting
a shadow because he is this giant eagle
— Jock loves hiding things in images,”
said Robert.
“It took us about a week [to produce]
and then we submitted it to them, and
they actually suggested the child in the
voiceover, because we have got a male
elder and then they said ‘what about a
child that is echoing or counterpointing’
— so we had written the whole script —
and someone, we don’t know who, just
deftly wove in the child voice.”
Jock said in the end it was a collaborative
effort.
“We love to work that way because
all the good ideas in the world are not
just two people — we say to our clients
we need all the help we can get — they
usually suggest a whole bunch of stuff
that is not helpful but amongst them
there are little nuggets that are ‘yes that’s
good’,” said Jock.
“They give us desired outcomes,”
continues Robert “people are thinking
‘this’ and we want them to think ‘that’
so we say that our videos are good at
winning hearts and minds — people
often know what’s happening, but
perhaps they don’t understand the ‘why
do we have to change’… it’s about getting
them on board emotionally,” said Robert.
You can see the video at
www.robertblack.com.au/
journal/2017-stanleys

Teskey Brothers win big at Music Victoria Awards

Photo: MARTIN PHILBEY
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By SANDI MILLER
THE MUSIC industries finest
gathered in Melbourne during
Melbourne Music Week for The Age
Music Victoria Awards.
Melbourne soul tastemaker
and RRR host Chris Gill and PBS
presenter Lyndelle Wilkinson
hosted the 2017 Awards
acknowledging the best acts,
releases, venues and festivals
throughout the State.
This year’s awards saw some
familiar faces gracing the prizew i n n e r s’ s t a g e o n m u l t i p l e
occasions as well as some first-time
awardees, in what was an absolute
standout celebration of the past 12
months of great local music.
Warrandyte’s favourite son’s The
Teskey Brothers took out this year’s
Best Emerging Act.
A previous winner of the award
Remi was up for Best Male Artist
this year but was edged out by
perennial favourite and music
legend Paul Kelly, so we hope to
see the Teskey Brothers continue
to go from strength to strength on
the back of this prestigious award.
Frontman, Josh Teskey told the
Diary that they are blown away by
the amazing year they have had.
“ F ro m b e i n g a b a n d f ro m
Warrandyte, that in our 10 years
of playing together had never left

Victoria, we’ve been fortunate
enough to be able to travel our
music all around the country and
overseas to the States and London.
“Our album Half Mile Harvest has
had a much bigger reach than we
ever could have imagined,” he said.
Music Victoria CEO Patrick
Donovan commented on this
year’s impressive talent as he
congratulated all of the winners
and nominees.
“We are very proud that many of
these winners haven’t just made
an impact in Australia over the last
12 months, but acts such as Jen
Cloher, The Teskey Brothers, King
Gizzard & The Lizard Wizard and
A.B. Original have been flying the
Victorian flag overseas,” he said.
To top off what has been such
an incredible year for the Teskey
Brothers, Half Mile Harvest was
also awarded best soul/funk album.
Josh Teskey said the award was
“the icing on the cake”.
“We’re so humbled people have
responded to this album with such
love, and avid thanks to Vic Music
for everything they do for this
thriving Melbourne music scene,”
he said.
Major sponsor for the night
was The Age, and Editor of the
paper’s EG, Martin Boulton said
“In our 12th year, it’s perhaps more
satisfying than ever to see our

genre award winners also making
a name for themselves nationally
and overseas.
“ T h e hu g e a r ray o f t a l e nt
nominated this year speaks
volumes about the health of our
local music industry,” he said.
Following the awards verdicts
as per tradition, the festivities
continued into the night with
the official Awards After Party
featuring killer live performances
from minimalist disco act Harvey
Sutherland and Bermuda,
powerhouse trio Cable Ties and
post-punk four-piece Gold Class.
Party starters the EG Allstars
Band also backed some special
guest performances from Josh
Teskey (The Teskey Brothers),
Archie Roach, Gretta Ray, Ella
Thompson (GL), Michelle Nicolle,
Birdz, Mojo Juju and Jim Lawrie
performing some of the best songs
of the year.
It was a big month for the local lads,
as they also supported Australian
music legends Midnight Oil for one
of their sold-out performances at
the Myer Music Bowl
The boys are busy continuing
with their tour around Australia
and New Zealand, but if you are
lucky, you can catch them on a brief
visit back home on January 26 for
a special twilight performance at
Melbourne Zoo.

Is your quality of life affected by hearing loss?
Not hearing conversation? Keep asking others to repeat? Ringing in ear?

CALL 9844 5863 NOW
We’ll help you enjoy hearing again (just in time for Christmas!)

AUSTRALIAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE SOCIETY MEMBER 25371

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC

Your Local Caring Audiologist

A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning
muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!

www.ivoryhearing.com.au

Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte 9844 5495
Checkout our reviews on Facebook

Shop 5, 90 Melbourne Hill Rd W’dyte Goldfields
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the green edge
By RevBECCA LEE
‘TIS THE SEASON to be Jolly... But
how often do we really feel that way
during the festive season?
I would feel more jolly if the whole
thing was a little less excessive!
Most jollies are felt when getting
excessively merry at a social gathering,
or that special feeling of unbuttoning
your pants after over-indulging on
a ridiculous amount of food at the
Christmas table.
These states would better be
described as drunk and bloated, but
for some reason, “jolly” seems to make
these behaviours acceptable at this
time of year.
I propose we rename the day to what
it has actually become... Excess-mas.
Let’s be honest, the number of
people who celebrate this day based on
the birth of Christ is declining.
What has the day become about
instead?
Well, excessive c onsu mpt ion
basically.
If you’re a kid, it’s about Father
Christmas, and what presents you’ll
get from whom.
If you’re not a kid (or you’ve been
naughty), then it’s about the gifts you
must get for others, the maximum
volume of food and drink you can
possibly buy, prepare and consume,
and how you should participate in
all the other traditional rituals… the
symbols of which have mostly become
quite materialistic.
Take for example the act of buying a
Christmas tree.
There is a tradition of cutting a baby
pine tree down, thus killing it, so we
can put it inside for a couple of weeks
during December.
Some buy a plastic one to avoid the
mess or allergies, and hopefully reuse
it year-on-year.
And then we decorate it, usually with
disposable plastic ticky-tack bling,
which we often want to replace the
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We wish you a Merry Excess-mas
following year.
Decorating the house is something
that can quite a joy, but so many
people seem to go right over the top,
running excessive strings of lights
and/or inflatable Santa’s and so on.
For those hosting their family on the
big day, so much fuss goes into the
house being just so; the table must be
a work of art fit for Mr and Mrs Claus
themselves to sit at, there cannot
be a blade of grass out of place, and
the massive amounts of food being
prepared has to be exactly perfect.
So much stress.. excessive.
Then there is the buying of gifts,
which seems to be something often
done through obligation, rather than
love.
I remember when the art of giftgiving was valued, and people took

time to think about what their friends
and family members might enjoy or
be able to use.
It’s now the trend to “just get them
a voucher, so they can choose”, thus
avoiding having to make a decision,
or risk making the wrong one.
Kris Kringle must surely have been
conceived by either a Communist or
an accountant, overwhelmed by the
excessive number of gifts they felt
obliged to buy.
This logically constructed system
efficiently simplifies the task of gift
giving, but it leaves a lot to be desired
in terms of sharing love and respecting
personal connections.
I’m Dreaming of a
Green Christmas!
I have a few ideas to help us be a

little lighter on the planet this festive
season, and to get back in touch with
the festive spirit.
I’m certainly not aiming to take the
fun away, rather lets contemplate
what might happen if we started doing
things a little bit differently.
How about if we all used living
Christmas trees in pots (preferably
natives), and planted them after we’re
done.
Result = Carbon sequestration, and
wildlife habitat creation
Consider if we gifted only secondhand or hand-created items, or at
least had a “no plastic packaging” rule
amongst the family.
Result = Recycling, creativity, costsavings, reduced plastic waste
Imagine we took the time to create

personalised cards (perhaps with our
own art or a meaningful photo) with
some thoughtfully chosen words, to
empower all of our loved ones for the
coming year.
Result = Sharing love and gratitude,
creative self-expression
For the person that has it all, or really
is “impossible to buy for” could we buy
something for a less privileged person
on the other side of the world instead?
I’m imagining gifting my mother with
a card, showing that her gift is going to
provide an education to a girl in Africa,
or similar.
Result = the joy of changing
someone’s life is long-lasting,
deeply fulfilling, and humbling
How about creating beautiful unique
looking gifts, wrapped in recycled
paper or newspaper, with glamorous
and/or functional ribbon / rope / dried
flowers etc to decorate them.
Result = all the fun of unwrapping,
with less waste
Could you get by with less dead
animals on your table?
Perhaps one type of meat is enough.
Result = Cost saving, better
digestion, less animal suffering
Much of what is special about
Christmas is tied to traditions.
It’s important to respect and honour
traditions that bring us together, and
it’s also healthy to move on from bad
habits which no longer serve us.
We don’t want to end up looking like
the bulging hairy man in red, carrying
around a heavy bag of “stuff”!
So Come All ye Faithful, lets enjoy the
12 Days of Christmas in moderation,
and bring Joy to the World, with a Silent
Night or two Away in a Manger, to keep
calm and preserve peace on Earth.

A loving and proud mum – Rotary, helping those in need
Jackie and Scott Laird recently attended a Rotary meeting to
talk about Scott’s rare condition, Cockayne Syndrome, and to
thank Rotary for their donation in assisting them to attend a
conference on the syndrome to be held in the U.K. Scott is one
of only nine people in Australia with this very rare condition and
information has been sketchy and difficult to access. Every two
years the ‘Amy and Friends’ organization holds a conference in the
U.K. attended by medical personnel, scientists, researchers and
families to exchange current information. Scott is now 23 and is a
bit different from most Cockayne sufferers, as he is well and has
surpassed the usual life span for CS kids – around eight years old.
Cockayne syndrome is a degenerative genetic condition. With
the increase in research and knowledge of genetics it can now
be diagnosed at an earlier age. Fortunately, there is now a
Melbourne based geneticist working on a study of Cockayne
Syndrome.
Thanks to ‘ Amy and Friends’, Facebook and private forums, more
information can be exchanged about managing the disease.

Jackie and Scott Laird
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A gardener’s guide to pots

By KATHY GARDINER
CLAY AND PLASTIC pots both have
some good features, and the choice of
pots should be based on which one can
be used successfully in your specific
situation.
A major advantage that clay pots
have is their ability to be porous, which
allows good aeration.
Old time gardeners will use nothing
but clay pots, saying that there is a
certain amount of air that passes
through the clay.
Beginners may be interested in both
the clay and plastic types.
It has been proven that plants can
be grown equally well in plastic or
clay pots.
The kind of pot is your choice for your
personal taste.
In clay pots the air and water pass
through the walls and dries out the soil.
Drying soil absorbs extra oxygen,
which activates feeding roots, and
these roots by their activity keep the
earth inside the pot open and in good
condition.
Having the roots breathe easily, there
is less rooting than plastic pots, where
excess rooting can cause breakage of
the plastic pot.
Being that there is good evaporation
from the walls, clay pots are good for
those who over-water pots, in that they
need less frequent watering.

nature
Words & photos LINDA ROGAN
MY GARDEN has sprung to life with
the warmth and showers from midNovember.
Jewel beetles
The kunzea is in full bloom and I
stand dazzled by the frenzy of small
but colourful beetles zipping about.
When one stops, two or three pile
up on its back until the last one tips
the balance and they fall apart quickly
resuming their flight in mid-air.
Few mating pairs are seen; perhaps
these are males just trying their luck.
A glimpse of metallic green and
high-vis orange reveals another jewel
beetle, about 1 cm long, that is new to
my garden.
I wait until I can coax it into a small
container for closer inspection and
later release.
A check back of my photos shows
I have photographed nine species of
jewel beetle in my garden.
Their colours are like Christmas
baubles: Iridescent blue, green, yellow,
red and black amongst others.
Although these beetles and their
larger cousins have long been valued
by collectors, very little is known of
their life history.
It is believed that the larvae are root
and stem borers, but they appear to do
little harm in my garden.
Like many beetles that feed as adults
on flowers they are pollinators.
In general, the jewel beetles are
dependent on expansive areas of
native forests, heaths and woodlands,
so I feel privileged to have so many in
my garden.
Spotted flower chafer beetles
Buzzing over the kunzea is a 2cm
beetle, yellow with black spots, the
spotted flower chafer beetle.
With raised wing covers it flies like a
fast, erratic blimp.

Another thing is that many people
over-feed their plants, and clay pots
will allow the fertilizer to seep through
the sides with the excess water.
The green scum or algae, which
grows on the clay pots, is always a sign
of overfeeding, whereas the plastic
pots cannot help itself in this way.
Plants can thrive in almost any
container provided they are of suitable
size for the root systems and have
drainage holes.
This gives another good aspect of the
clay pot, the pieces from broken pots
can be saved and put in the bottom of
pots for drainage material. Using this
method means saved broken pots can
be used over and over again.
Red-clay pots have a homely
attractiveness and can serve you
well, being that they are very durable,
inexpensive, and readily available.
The “raw” look of the new pot will
mellow with time, and blend with all
colours, found in indoor and outdoor
settings.
Also the natural clay colour of the pot
may be less obtrusive than the brighter
colours of the glazed pots.
The only thing to be sure of is that the
plant is planted correctly.
In any event, unglazed pots,
traditional or contemporary, are an
excellent choice.

A terracotta container is an excellent
choice for a shaded area where it
won’t dry out as quickly as it would
in full sun.
But a terracotta pot will be heavy; so
don’t use it in a spot that’s extremely
difficult to reach.
However, there are many advantages

found from the use of plastic pots.
Plants in plastic pots require less
water than those in clay pots.
To grow plants well in a plastic pot,
almost half the amount of water should
be given, compared to clay pots.
Plastic pots hold water almost twice
as long as clay pots.

In plastic pots the soil stays evenly
moist, and the plant can survive absent
minded or absent owners.
If you are going to be gone, your
plants can be left and survive a
weekend in plastic pots, whereas in a
clay pot it may perish.
If watering is watched carefully, this
is an advantage; if not, plants can be
harmed by over-watering.
Plastic pots have several drainage
holes so small that soil does not sift
through so no drainage material
is needed at the bottom of the pot.
These require the least maintenance,
because plastic is non-porous and
water cannot evaporate through the
walls.
Clay pots dry out very quickly in high
temperatures.
So before potting anything in them,
they need to be soaked overnight,
because dry pots absorb great amounts
of moisture from the soil.
When soaking, it is better to use
rainwater than hard water.
In my experience with potted plants,
I have used both kinds and like using
both.
I like the moisture holding capacity
of the plastic pot, but I prefer the oldfashioned colour of the clay pots.
Plants can die in either pot... it’s just
a fact.

The Beetles are back!
They too are on the look-out for a
mate.
Previously I’ve raised this beetle from
white grubs that were found in orchid
potting soil which is made in part from
wood mulch.
They were placed in a pot with some
excess seedlings so they could feed
upon plant roots or the wood in the
potting soil.
About ten months later, the day after
I had watered the pot, four of these
spotted flower chafer beetles emerged.
The mantis lacewing
Looking formidable in the photo, this
insect, about 14mm long, looked like a
speck of dried leaf on a native bluebell
where it was hunting.
With folding raptorial arms like a
mantis this lacewing would indeed be
scary if not so tiny.
I learned about the unusual life cycle
of this creature from an article by Ken
Harris in the Victorian Entomologist.
The newly hatched larvae (first
instar) go looking for a female spider.
They climb aboard and are carried
around until the spider lays her eggs
and builds her egg sac.
The larva bores into the spider egg
sac and spends the rest of its larval life
feeding upon the spider’s eggs.
It pupates within the egg sac and
eventually emerges as an adult.
If the young larva happens to finds
only a male spider, it will ride along
until it has the chance to transfer to a
female when the spider mates.
Are scarlet honeyeaters here to
stay?
A delighted Warrandytian has
reported excellent sightings of at least
two male scarlet honeyeaters over
several days in October-November
this year.
Although the female may also be

around, she is a bit harder to see.
The scarlet honeyeaters came to
a birdbath that is nestled amongst
greenery under a Chinese lantern
shrub and is frequented by other
honeyeaters and yellow robins.
The scarlet honeyeaters is less than
half the size of the eastern yellow robin.
Preliminary data from the Aussie
Backyard Bird Count appears to
indicate scarlet honeyeaters are
migrating south.
BirdLife Australia’s Sean Dooley
said the bird was showing up in
“unprecedented numbers” in Victoria
this year.
Bird watchers are sighting this bird
all over Victoria.
Many people will be thrilled if any
nesting activity is sighted nearby.
This property, abutting the State Park,
has been planted around the house
to encourage a great variety of birds
including the very small.
The yellow-faced honeyeater nested
near the house last season.
Its nest was a delicate cup made of
moss.
The list of small birds seen nesting on
this Warrandyte block includes other
honeyeaters, the superb blue-wren
and pardalotes.
Summer months
While the Bureau of Meteorology is
predicting warmer and wetter than
average temperatures for southeast
Australia, it is hard to know how this
will play out.
We can be confident that the
hyacinth-orchid and a range of
butterflies will be seen on Fourth Hill
in December but how long the season
will last is unknown.
It will be interesting to hear how the
summer plays out in your area.
Stay safe; stay cool.

Mantas lacewing

Jewel beetle castiarina cruentata

Spotted flower chafer beetle

Jewel beetle castiarina hilaris

Jewel beetle castiarina sexplagiata
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finance
By BRIAN SPURRELL
CHRISTMAS IS rapidly approaching
and those of us that are in business
will be planning Christmas parties and
maybe gifts and/or cash bonuses for
employees and possibly gifts for clients
and business associates.
Therefore it is timely for this column to
offer some tax planning tips to business
owners and their bookkeepers in the
hope that unforeseen tax problems do
not arise as a result of their generosity
at this festive time of the year.
The Christmas party
Christmas is a great time of year to let
off some steam and get to know your
employees and clients socially.
Held on the employer’s premises
If food and drink (including alcohol)
is provided on the employer’s premises
on a working day and the actual
cost, inclusive of Goods and Services
Tax (GST) per employee is less than
$300, this expenditure will normally
be exempt from Fringe Benefits Tax
(FBT) as an exempt minor benefit
but will not be tax deductible and no
credit is available for GST on any of the
expenditure items.
The same tax situation will apply
equally to family members and clients
in attendance as neither are employees
therefore FBT does not apply in this
situation.
Held off employer’s premises
Providing the cost per head is
less than $300, the same exempt
minor benefit situation will apply as
explained above for employees, their
family members and clients.
Taxi or other form of transport
It is quite common for employers to
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Christmas parties — tax tips for employers
either pay for taxis or other forms of
transport to take staff and other guests
to and or from the venue at which the
staff Christmas party is held.
If the travel cost is for employees
transported to and/or from work
premises to the function premises it
will normally be exempt from FBT,
non-tax deductible and GST credits
not claimable.
Travel by taxi from the Christmas
party to home for employees and
associates will only be exempt from
FBT, non-tax deductible and GST
credits not claimable if the cost of the
fare together with the other costs of
the party are less than $300 per head.
Gifts
The tax treatment of gifts firstly
depends upon whether the gift is in the
nature of entertainment or not.
E xamples of gifts that would
constitute entertainment include
drinks served in glasses, meals, theatre
tickets, holiday accommodation, hired
entertainment and hired sporting
equipment.
Examples of gifts that are not deemed
to be entertainment include bottled
wines and spirits, groceries, games,
TV sets, DVD players, computers,
household items, gardening
equipment and most importantly gift
vouchers.
To employees and their
family members
Gifts that constitute entertainment
and cost less than $300 including
GST will be treated as exempt minor
benefits and will therefore be exempt
from FBT, non-tax deductible and GST
credits not claimable.
If the gift is associated with a

Christmas function the $300 minor
benefit exemption may be treated as
a separate minor benefit enabling
employees and associates to receive
two separate exempt benefits which
would not be taxable to the recipients.
Gifts that are not entertainment
and cost less than $300 being exempt
minor benefits will be exempt from
FBT and tax deductible and GST
credits will be claimable.
To clients and business associates
Gifts to clients, customers and
business associates are outside the FBT
rules which only apply to employees
and their associates.
Therefore the $300 exempt minor
benefit is not relevant when setting a
limit on the level of generosity.
Instead, the issue is whether the gift
is construed to be “entertainment”
or not.
Gifts that constitute entertainment
are neither tax deductible nor GST
credits claimable as the tax legislation
was amended some years ago to
specifically deny entertainment
expenses as a business deduction or
work related expense.
Gifts that are not entertainment are
both tax deductible and GST credits
are claimable.
Cash Bonuses
It is quite common for employers to
provide cash bonuses to employees
in their end-of-calendar-year payroll.
Bonuses are a business cost and
therefore deductible as a business
expense.
E a g e r l y a nt i c i p at e d by s t a f f,
unfortunately this benefit is taxed
as ordinary income in the hands
of employees, effectively at their

marginal tax rate.
Although FBT and GST issues are not
relevant for cash bonuses, there is the
need to consider super guarantee and
payroll tax issues that increase the cost
to the employer.
Complex Issues
The above outline of issues to
co n si d er a re ex p la i n e d i n the
context of employers opting for the
“actual cost method” of valuing
meal entertainment which includes
Christmas parties and some gifts.
In the interests of simplicity, the
less frequently used alternative
methods that may be suggested or
recommended by your accountants
include the “50/50 split method” and
the “12 week register method” are not
addressed in this article.
This area of the tax legislation is
extremely complex as it impacts on
FBT, GST and tax deductibility.
If relevant to your business please
discuss with your accountant.
Tax Tips Summary
•	Because the FBT rate is 47% and
the company tax rate for small
business enterprises is 27.5% there
is an incentive to keep the cost of
Christmas parties and gifts to staff
and their associates under the $300
minor benefit threshold thereby
avoiding FBT at 47% in return for
foregoing a tax deduction at 27.5%
which would apply if the $300
threshold is exceeded.
•	Staff may prefer to receive a
series of irregular exempt minor
benefits over the year as well as
at Christmas time that are tax
free in their hands rather than a

cash bonus that would be taxable
to them at their marginal rate
which could be 32.5%, 37% or 47%
plus the Medicare levy and the
Medicare levy surcharge where
applicable.
	A good case in point would
obviously be to provide taxis for
staff to get home safely from the
Christmas party.
	Recipients may also prefer to
receive a gift in the form of a gift
voucher which offers greater
choice to the recipient and is less
hassle for the employer.
•	Should staff members still prefer
to receive rewards in the form
of a cash bonus they may prefer
to salary sacrifice their bonus
into super by requesting their
employer to make a concessional
(deductible) contribution into their
super fund, or alternatively making
the concessional contribution
personally — which under the new
legislation would be deductible to
them personally at their marginal
tax rate and taxed in their super
fund at only 15%.
	Be sure however that the total of
your employer super contributions
and your personal deductible
contributions does not exceed the
$25,000 contributions cap.
The content of this article is not
intended to be used as professional
advice and should not be used as such.
If you have any questions you should
consult a registered tax agent.
Brian Spurrell FCPA CTA Director,
Personalised Taxation & Accounting
Services Pty Ltd. 0412 011 946

DADS WHO ABUSE WOMEN.
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Marjorie Jean Beecham (nee Pizzey)

Joyce Bridget Bensch

October 27 1927– November 15 2017

November 14 1924 – November 3 2017

obituary
JOYCE WAS born in Abbottsford on November
14 1924, the second eldest daughter of Reg and
Dolly McCulloch.
She attended school at the convent of the Good
Shepherd in Abbottsford until the age of 14 when
she left to start working with her sister Kath and
father Reg at a shoe factory in Collingwood.
Joyce loved to dance and would often go to the
Collingwood Town Hall where weekly dances
were held.
This is where she met Howard Bensch, they
started seeing each other on and off and by the
time Joyce turned 18 they were engaged and
married when she was 19.
Joyce and Howard raised three boys Ian,
Garry and Mark spending their early years in
Northcote.
Howard was a restless soul and convinced
Joyce to sell up and move to Warrandyte where
they bought an old two story building adjacent to
the football ground known as “the White House”.
There they started a reception type business
catering for functions, regular beef and burgundy
nights and running a small shop at the front of
the house catering for the Warrandyte football
patrons when there was a home game being
played.
From there they moved to West End Road
where they lived for a few years, restless again
they had a few more moves; Nambucca Heads
and Corowa.
Howard’s health suffered so this saw them
moving back to Wonga Park living in a small
cottage on Garry’s property.
Sadly, Howard then Garry passed away forcing
Joyce to move one more time living out her final
years in Euroa at a lovely Aged Care facility.
Over the years Joyce had many interests;
square dancing, water skiing and lawn bowls
where she excelled.

tribute
LOCAL IDENTITY and co-ordinator of the Warrandyte
Arts Association Pottery School for over 55 years, Marjorie
Beecham passed away, aged 90.
A well-attended funeral was held on November 24 at the
Warrandyte Mechanics Institute.
Marjorie was a life member of the WMI&AA, valued for her
commitment and support to the hall and all the art and theatre
groups operating under that umbrella.
Mother to Sally, Amanda and Creina, eight grandchildren
and 10 great-grandchildren.
Marjorie lived by the words: “We do not stop playing because
we are old. We grow old because we stop playing”.
A life well lived, she will be sadly missed.
Vale Marjorie

Looking for
a new career?
Living & Learning Nillumbik is a Registered Training
Organisation [3989] and offers nationally recognised
qualifications in these study areas:
•
•
•

(nee McCullock)

Children’s Services / Early Childhood Education
Aged Care / Home and Community Care
Training and Assessment

2018 courses starting in January / February

She was lost after Howard’s passing, devastated
after Garry’s but after Mark’s sudden passing her
heart was broken, she never recovered and her
health declined over the past 12 months.
Joyce was a happy, contented person who
lived an uncomplicated life, she was a loyal wife,
devoted mother and loving grandmother and
great grandmother.
She will be very sadly missed.

The Boy Who Drew Dragons
Marc McBride
Exhibition Launch and Family Art Afternoon
Saturday 16 December, 2pm – 4pm
Exhibition runs until Monday 15 January
Internationally acclaimed illustrator Marc McBride
transforms traditional painting and airbrush to digital art
through the eyes of The Boy Who Drew Dragons.

Centres are located in Diamond Creek,
Eltham and Panton Hill. Book your
interview now!

Opened by artist and Australian Children’s Laureate
Leigh Hobbs. Enjoy creative activities, storytelling, prizes,
artwork sales and signings. Light refreshments provided.

Visit livinglearningnillumbik.vic.gov.au
or call 9433 3744 to find out more.

Eltham Library Community Gallery
Panther Place, Eltham
yprl.vic.gov.au

Nominate now for:
•
•
•
•
•

Nillumbik Citizen of the Year
Nillumbik Young Citizen of the Year
Nillumbik Senior Citizen of the Year
Nillumbik Community Group of the Year
Nillumbik Volunteer of the Year

Nomination forms are available at the Civic Centre or
from nillumbik.vic.gov.au/AustraliaDay

Shakespeare
in the Park
Thursday 30 November to Thursday 14 December
Eltham Library Community Gallery
Come and see this inspiring exhibition of arts and crafts
created by local makers, and take this great opportunity to
pick up that special Christmas gift.
Vote for the People’s Choice Awards for a chance to win a
$100 Living & Learning Nillumbik voucher.
livinglearningnillumbik.vic.gov.au

facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil

VE TE
SA DA
E
TH

Council is seeking nominations for the 2018 Australia
Day Awards. It’s time to recognise those exceptional
people and groups in our community who make
Nillumbik a better place.

2 – 4 February, Alistair Knox Park, Eltham
9 – 11 February, Watkins Street Reserve, Diamond Creek
Gates open at 7pm
Pack a picnic rug and come along to Nillumbik’s first
Shakespeare in the Park. Shakespeare’s The Dream will be
performed at twilight and is sure to be fun for the whole family.
Proudly supported by the Nillumbik Community Fund and the Rotary
Club of Diamond Creek.

nillumbik.vic.gov.au

@nillumbikshire

nillumbik.vic.gov.au
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Anderson’s Creek flies the flag

Kids making a difference
by TRACEY MAILE
IF YOU WERE given a challenge
to think of something that makes a
positive difference to others, what idea
could you come up with and would
you act on it?
Could you do something that
improves the lives of people in our
local community, somewhere else in
Australia or even globally?
This was a challenge that the Grade
5 and 6 students at Warrandyte
Primary School recently undertook
called “Making a Difference.”
Senior teacher, Meryl Teather
explained that it’s part of the school’s
Civics and Citizenship programme.
“Students have to work effectively
in pairs or small groups to identify an
issue and then come up with possible
solutions where they might be able to
make a difference.
“Keeping in mind that these students
are between 10 and 12 years old, we
really challenge them to find ways in
which they can help others.
“We’re always amazed by the
creativity of what they come up with.”

to school if their house is a long way
away, but they can do it easily if they
ride their bikes,” he said.
Eden added: “We know that the
traffic is bad getting to school in the
mornings, so we thought we could
make it just a bit better if a few more
kids got their bikes out and rode to
school.
“We want everyone to think about
using their bikes rather than getting
their mum or dad to drive them
everywhere.”
Blanket barter

On your bike
11-year-olds Eden and Jake
organised the Warrandyte Primary
School “Great Ride to School Day”.
“We both like riding our bikes and
we’re trying to help promote the new
Park Orchards BMX track to other
kids,” Jake explained.
“But we also wanted them to think
about maybe riding their bikes to
school during the week rather than
getting driven around everywhere
by car.
“Some kids might not want to walk

that we could email him so we did.
“Imagine our surprise when we got
an email back the very next day, we
couldn’t believe it,” said Adam
“We were told that we were going to
get a new Australian and Indigenous
flag and that Mr. Andrews would come
and present it to us in person.”
As an added bonus, they discovered
that the flag they would be receiving
was a special one, as it had been flown
in Parliament.
“It was a big thrill for us to see how

our efforts have paid off,’ said Josh.
Mr. Andrews presented the new flags
and certificates to the boys at a special
assembly that the school held.
Mr. Andrews spoke at the assembly
and explained to the students about
the Australian and Indigenous flags.
He explained the images and symbols
on each flag and went through what
each element represented.
The school will use the flags during
their weekly assemblies while singing
the National Anthem.

Orienteering goes high tech

Comfort for foster kids.

Eva and Imogen tapped into their
sewing creativity and made soft
toys, which they recently delivered
to Foster Care Victoria.
“We tried to find something that we
are good at that could help others,”
11 year old Eva told the Diary, “and
we both like craft and making things,
so we thought that children going
into foster care might be scared or
lonely, and sometimes they arrive
with nothing of their own”.
“So it could be good for them to be
given a new cuddly toy that they can
keep,” Imogen added.
“If they know that the toy was made
by another child who was thinking of
them and who cares about them, we
thought it might make a difference to
how they were feeling.”

By TAMARA BROWN
AUSTRALIAN pride was on show at
Anderson’s Creek Primary School this
month.
The school provides opportunities
for their Grade 6 students to take
on leadership roles throughout the
school.
These roles allow the students’
choice of inside or outside classroom
responsibilities and builds their
leadership skills and capabilities.
The “ground crew” role consists of
students being in charge of identifying
garden needs and caring about the
school’s outdoor environment.
Josh and Adam, the Grade 6 students
in the ground crew, had identified
that the school’s existing Australian
flag was worn and tattered due to
weathering.
The boys, with guidance from
their teacher, Mrs Maria Healey,
wrote a letter to Kevin Andrews, MP
for Menzies, explaining that their
Australian flag was now worn and tatty.
Through Writer’s Workshop, a writing
program that provides students with
daily free choice writing the boys
engaged in researching, planning,
drafting and collaborative writing to
create a letter together.
Mrs Healey suggested the pair write
to Kevin Andrews.
“We looked up his website and saw

Lavinia and Phoebe spent a day
sitting outside IGA with handmade
jewellery which they traded for
blankets.
“We wanted to make a difference to
animals,” Lavinia explained.
“Our mums helped us get the
message out on social media so
that people knew to bring their old
blankets to the IGA to swap for our
jewellery.”
Phoebe went on, “We collected 56
blankets and then took them to the
RSPCA and the Blue Cross.
“They always need bedding for the
animals and this was a lot better use
for the blankets than people throwing
them away.
“Some people didn’t have blankets
they could give us, so they donated
money instead — That was really
kind.”
Clean-up Crew
Armed with a roll of garbage bags,
Lily and Grace walked from Weerona
Way to the bridge and back again
picking up rubbish.
They filled several big bags along
the way.
“It was actually easy to think of
something to Make a Difference,” said
12 year old Lily.
“We walk that way a lot and we
hate to see the rubbish everywhere,”
she said.
“Imagine the difference it would
make if people went for a walk with
a friend once a week and everyone
filled a rubbish bag on their walk,”
Grace added.
“I liked Making a Difference,” said
11-year-old Emma.
“It showed me that kids and pretty
much everybody can find ways to
make life a bit better for someone else
and that makes the world better.”

by TRACEY MAILE
THE 2017 EASTERN Metropolitan
Regional Orienteering Championships
were held recently at Maroondah
Reservoir Park in Healesville.
This bush location was a beautiful
setting for the annual race run by
Orienteering Victoria for primary
school students.
Every year, Warrandyte Primary
School sends all of their Grade 3/4
students along to compete.
“This isn’t just a fitness event,”
explained PE teacher Sally Freemantle,
“so students have to be trained in using
the maps and a compass.
“We start Orienteering training at
school weeks before the actual race so
that students have confidence when
they’re out on the two kilometre race
course.
“They’re effectively on their own at
that point, Orienteering Victoria has
course marshals out there, but they
can’t help competitors unless there’s
an injury — everyone takes it very
seriously,” she said.
The Orienteering Victoria event is
held at one of four different locations
each year, and students have to preregister their choice of competing in

a pairs course or they can run one of
two solo courses.
They compete in strict age divisions,
this year 14 schools competed with
a total number of 765 students from
Grades 3 to 6.
This Diary reporter discovered that
Orienteering has certainly gone “high
tech” in recent years as students
were issued with personalised
waterproof maps pre-marked with
individual course directions, start
time, competitor and school name etc.,
plus an electronic SI (Sport Identity)
card when they arrived.
Competitors started at one to two
minute intervals and the level of
organisation required to get hundreds
of excited eight to 13 year olds onto the
course on time was impressive.
Competitors had to locate about
12 control boxes each on their premarked maps, swipe their SI card to
log the time they were at the control
box and to confirm that they were at
each of the control boxes in the correct
sequence, according to their own
personalised map.
These personalised maps ensured
that competitors did not just follow a
group in front of them.

Results from the SI control boxes
were then downloaded and computer
checked against each competitor’s
map, so if they swiped their SI card
at a control box out of sequence, they
would be recorded as not having
completed the race.
This year Warrandyte Primary
finished overall in fourth place with
some great results.
Young Harry completed his Boys–3
Solo course a full three minutes faster
than the competitor who came in
second; Xavier and Lenny finished
first in the Boys–4 Pairs course with
classmates Lou and Jacob coming
second; Evan and Holly finished
second in the Boys–3 Pairs (mixed);
Mia and Nell came second in the
Girls–3 Pairs; and Trixie elected to go
solo and finished a creditable third in
the Grade 4 girls B Course.
It is difficult to judge who enjoyed
the day more — the students or the
teachers.
“We had some fantastic results for
the school this year,” concluded Ms.
Freemantle.
“Coupled with perfect weather and
a stunning bush setting, it really is a
wonderful event.”
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Hands-on science for solar boat challenge
By TRACEY MAILE
WARRANDYTE Primary School recently unveiled their
brand new STEM (Science Technology Engineering and
Maths) facilities as Grade 5 and 6 students launch their
2018 Solar Boat campaign.
“A couple of years ago we won the primary school
division of the Australian Solar Boat competition held
in Canberra,” senior teacher Rick Griffiths told the Diary.
“And we want the title back again.”
Mechanical engineer and WPS parent, Nick Parker
has been an enthusiastic supporter of the new STEM
programme at the school.
“My business is involved in developing new technology,”
he explained, “but we have a lot of difficulty recruiting
university graduates with actual hands on, practical
experience and skills.
“It seems to me that we should be giving children
opportunities to use various tools and equipment, and
encourage them to get excited about science from an
early age.
“This STEM programme looked like an ideal
opportunity to spark their curiosity and give them some
practical experience,” he said”
“We have several permanent STEM stations set up at
school now,” Rick Griffiths explained, “and students have
access to all the tools and equipment as part of their Solar

Boat design and construction.
“They start off by using the hot wire cutter and
carpentry tools to create the hull of their boat out of foam,
plastic or balsa wood.
“They then use a hot glue gun to assemble it and attach
a battery pack.
“By this stage, they should also have designed and
assembled a drivetrain, propeller, driveshaft and electric
motor and fitted a small solar panel to power the motor.
“They have a variety of tools and materials to work with,
including soldering irons and a 3D freehand printer pen.
“We’ve shown them the basic principles of construction,
and Nick and several other parents come along to make
sure the students know how to use the equipment, but
the design and construction of each Solar Boat has to be
the work of the students.
“We also have a test tank set up at school and students
have started to trial their Solar Boats this week.
“Australia is falling behind the rest of the world in
science and technology,” added Nick Parker.
“We have a growing engineering and skills shortage
developing, and we need to address it now.
“Getting kids excited about science, and giving them
the tools to start experimenting with seems like a great
idea to me,” he said.

Charter Bus from Warrandyte to Billanook daily
2018 College Tours
Tuesday 6 February - School at Work Tour
Saturday 24 February - Scholarship and Saturday Morning Tour
Wednesday 28 March - School at Work Tour

An Independent, Co-educational School
in the tradition of the Uniting Church
Educating children from
Early Learning to Year 12

Reserve your spot now at www.billanook.vic.edu.au
Tel: 9725 5388 - 197 Cardigan Road, Mooroolbark
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Carolyn's
travel tips
The principles of packing
You have made your holiday plans, locked in your reservations and have
been eagerly awaiting the big day to arrive.
Whether you are jetting off OS or pitching a tent on the bank of a river it
is important to plan ahead.
To ensure you are well prepared, and for peace of mind while you are
away, here is my pre departure checklist:
Forward planning
Forward plan by watching foreign
currency exchange rates, purchase a
cash passport when currency is strong.
Make sure you have obtained any
required vaccinations or visas.
Remember your passport must have
at least six months validity from the
date of your return to Australia.
Arrange care for your pets, garden
and pot plants.
Prepare your property as best you
can for possible fire danger days.
Don’t forget to let the neighbours
know you are going away.
Share your itinerary and contact
numbers with them as well as your
family.
Arrange payments of any bills falling
due, suspend paper or any other
regular deliveries.
Don’t forget to return library loans or
any DVD rentals.
Have your mail held at the post office
or ask a neighbour to collect it for you.
Advise your bank you will be
travelling overseas; this way they won’t
block your credit card when foreign
currency transactions appear.
Practise packing your bag, then
repack, and repack again, removing
unnecessary items and making way
for some serious souvenir shopping!
Check in online, check weather
forecasts and finalise your airport
transfer.
If you are planning on leaving your
car at the airport you can save by
pre-booking your parking online,
alternatively check the public transport
links or pre-book a cab!
Leaving the house
Set your email to auto response and
record voicemail messages for your
phone.
Turn off the hot water , heating and
cooling systems.
Turn off and unplug all unnecessary
appliances at the plug — not only for
safety but you will be doing your bit for

the environment!
Check the fridge for perishables and
put out the garbage and recycling.
Lock the windows and doors, check
and set security and smoke alarms.
If you are leaving an empty car port,
ask a neighbour to park their car in it
occasionally so your house doesn’t
look deserted.
Keep your house keys secure but
accessible.
If you are flying somewhere during
the holiday break, arrive at the airport
early — it will be busy.
Make sure you have your tickets,
boarding pass, passport, driver’s
license, travel insurance, prescriptions
including glass es or contacts,
medications and an explanatory note
from your doctor, photocopies or
scans of vital documents, emergency
numbers and online access details for
credit cards, embassies, banks and
airlines.
Remember to pack
Apart from the obvious packing list
of socks and undies here are some
other useful items you may not have
thought of — small denominations
of foreign cash including US Dollars
and Euros for tips, a kitty purse and
notepad for shared expenses, a travel
diary, a phrase book or local guide
book, photos of home to show or
give away, holiday reading, electricity
adapter, battery chargers, camera
with additional memory cards, ipod
and headphones, laptop or ipad,
pocket calculator, luggage locks,
Swiss army knife (in your checked
baggage only), binoculars, flashlight
and batteries, refillable water bottle,
compact umbrella, small first aid kit,
reusable shopping bag.
Of course don’t forget the sunscreen
and insect repellent.
By ticking the boxes against your own
checklist — you are well on the way to
a relaxing and enjoyable holiday break.

Carolyn Allen is Manager of Warrandyte Travel & Cruise.
Contact her on: carolyn@warrandytetravel.com.au

Discover Canada Your Way...
Explore at your leisure the rugged coastline of Vancouver Island, the
serene scenery of the Inside Passage & the spectacular Rocky Mountains.

by Agata Wieclawski
“ME GUSTO TU casa, porque tu casa est differente a me
casa” — I’d attempt to start a conversation in my broken
Spanish to invite myself to a house in Havana, Cuba.
The flats were lined up along city centre streets and had
all their windows wide open with no glass panes, open
doors and gates.
I could see families eating, also tuning in to their
conversations and it almost felt like I could just grab fruit
from their kitchen table as I was passing by.
So, it seemed so easy to cross that door step and venture
inside… I was rarely successful, understandably.
Brightly painted walls, wooden furniture and very old
appliances felt like travelling time in time with a tint of
deceiving destinations — colours took me to India, old
furniture reminded me of my grandparents flats back in
communist Poland and old appliances proudly signified
Cuba’s former pre-revolution glory perhaps.
The atmosphere inside was vibrant, multi-generational
yet symbiotic and respectfully quiet.
Everyone was going about their own business, either

dying hair at the tiny shared courtyard, putting a lipstick
on in an information office on the main road of Habana,
or simply minding their kids.
There were African parties, (Voodoo dance rituals) that
I was not allowed to photograph at, to which I went to in
shared taxi cabs from the 1930s.
Incredible melting pot of African, Spanish and
increasingly western influences.
Right across from my dilapidated hotel was a kindergarten
and a primary school.
I thought kids would be most open, unbiased
communicators and so I begged the teachers to let me in.
The play rooms were empty, there were no toys, no
furniture, no food nor books.
Surprisingly, even the walls and floors were dull in colour
unlike the households I had seen around.
The kids were curious. I began singing Heads, Shoulders,
Knees and Toes… as I thought songs must be universal
language and the kids soon sung with me, giggling along.
I felt sorry for the children as I left the building and
promised myself I’d come back one day with a huge

Prince Rupert
ALBERTA
Smithers
Prince George
Jasper
Port
Hardy
Campbell
River
Victoria

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Columbia
Icefield

Banff
Kamloops

Vancouver

Price per person twin share

18 nights

SilverLeaf Service from

$7,950pp

Price includes: Return Air Canada economy airfare
& taxes ex Melbourne, 18 nights accommodation,
10 breakfasts & 2 lunches, sailing from Port Hardy
to Prince Rupert, 15 day car hire WITH GPS, 2 days
Rocky Mountaineer & taxes. Departs daily from
1 May 2018. Subject to availability and change at
all times. Seasonal surcharges apply.
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bag full of toys.
A random dance practise caught my attention and I was drawn
into a large courtyard filled with glimpses of sunlight and a group of
dancers and an instructor.
Quietly on the side there was an older gentleman sitting on a
plastic chair.
I recognised his face, Buena Vista Social Club band member!
Couldn’t resist, and took a photo and got lost shooting more and
more, looking for this perfect angle of the dancers.
My fixer was yelling that I had to go as my flight was leaving in
under an hour.
I hopped into the cab, yes, this classic 1930’s car and instantly
travelled in time again as the streets were filled with similar cars
and buses.
Awkwardly, the cab driver had his smartphone on the front seat
and Phil Collins’ Against All Odds was playing.
Not much made sense, as I just scratched the surface of this
incredible treasure.
One thing for sure — I will come back, with a HUGE bag of toys.
www.redsecret.com

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
We host local birthday parties!
Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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THE SECOND annual Cliffy Awards for short story writing were presented in October at the Warrandyte
Community Centre Open Day.
We are pleased to present the winning stories of this year’s Cliffy for your reading pleasure.
This month we present the joint runner-up Alan King’s Nicknames as well as the winner of the encouragement
award for a writer under the age of 16, Patrick Grocott’s Solitude.
If you enjoy reading the winning story, come along to the Grand Read in March to hear Kevin read his
winning work.
The Cliffy will be back in 2018, keep an eye on the Diary for more details to be published n the New Year

Nicknames
By ALAN KING
George Hamilton-Smith had never
really felt at home or welcome in the
village despite living there for over 20
years. Maybe it was because he had
no beard, no artistic leanings and
his immaculate bright yellow Lexus
convertible was clearly out of place
amongst the dusty Peugeots, Volvos
and occasional Harleys parked in the
main street. In addition, his much
publicised clash with council officers
and local environment groups, which
made prominent headlines in the
local newspaper, over his early Sunday
morning chain sawing of significant
indigenous trees and later the filling
of a key tributary of the local creek
with clay, did not help. Actions which
earned him the title of “The bastard
who cut down the trees on the hill”,
which over time became shortened to
a more manageable “The hyphenated
bastard”
George’s wife Diedre, affectionately
called “The hyphenated bastards
wife”, embraced village life and was
regularly seen walking the riverbank
with the local ladies and later at the
coffee shop undoing all the good work.
If there was a stall or sausage sizzle
outside the local supermarket Diedre
was sure to be there and, with minimal
help from George, had enthusiastically
supported their two children through
junior basketball, football and
numerous festival parades.
With their children grown up and
living locally Diedre was the ideal
grandmother, but George just wasn’t
into grandchildren. That is until
grandson George junior joined Kanga
cricket.
Now George had played cricket and

RUN

if the stories he told were half true he
bowled leg breaks and in particular
a viciously spinning “wrongun”. In
fact George, after a few reds had
often claimed credit for the spinning
abilities of the great Shane Warne.
This was hard to verify, but as George
had continuously offered free advice
to “Warnie” from his spot in the MCG
outer over many matches there was
possibly some truth to the claim.
Picking up George junior from
Kanga, George was surprised to see a
wave and then nod in his direction. His
half hearted return wave was enough
to bring the Kanga coordinator, known
locally as “the legend”, strolling across
to the car. Hear from your grandson
you coached Shane Warne so thought
you might like a game in the over 60s
on Sunday. Your young fellow says it
would be really cool to watch you play.
Trapped!
Sunday saw George at the ground
squeezed into his now very tight
vintage creams and wearing a
borrowed club shirt with the ominous
nickname “Hammy” printed on the
back. You won’t have to do much the
skipper “Skip” had confided, just use
your feet to stop the ball, and mate,
don’t bend over too quickly because
those pants look a bit dodgy.
The village over 60s put a reasonable
score on the board from their 40
allocated overs, but were in a bit of
trouble in the field. Early bowling was
tight but hampered by a tiring attack
and two unfortunate injury related
retirements, one of which required
immediate treatment with a cold beer,
the opposition were steadily getting on
top. With one over to bowl, two wickets
left and their bulky left handed captain

at the crease a score of twelve off the
last over looked very possible.
George, relaxing at deep fine leg,
watching the antics of the Galahs
swinging on the powerlines suddenly
noticed “skip” waving and then
nodding at him. Friendly people
these cricketers, thought George and
nodded and waved back. Now you can
nod and wave to anyone on the street
and it means hello but a cricketer
knows that it means just one thing.
You’re bowling.
Sorry mate but you’re the only fit one
left who hasn’t bowled their allotted
overs. Just do your best. So with a field
set mostly on the boundary, but with
two courageous volunteers trembling
close in at mid off and mid on George
measured his runup.
Meanwhile the crowd on the new
pavilion balcony had swelled to 7
including George junior, Diedre, and
their Labrador “Hoover” who was
busily cleaning the stands of stray pie
crusts and cigarette butts. As George
commenced his run up all was deathly
quiet, even Hoover had stopped
his searching and was paying strict
attention.
First ball four runs, next ball four
runs and then a no ball. Not a great
start. Then luck. A solid drive deflected
painfully off the retreating mid offs
ankle onto the stumps and the
batsman at the bowlers end is run
out. Fourth ball just one run due to a
skillful effort by the point fieldsman
making full use of his feet and shins.
Two balls, two runs, one wicket.
Desperate times, but the crowd finally
found its voice, well technically one
voice, “Bowl him a Warnie ball
Grandpa”

NER

Mid pitch conference. “Let’s try this
famous wrongun of yours mate. The
kid says it bounces and turns a long
way”
The ball left the hand beautifully
pitching on the off stump and in
Georges mind would no doubt spin
sharply and bounce. Picking the
wrong un, the batsman had exactly the
same thought. Small step to leg and bat
raised high for the crushing boundary
through point.
Bowled. Hero!
No bounce, no spin, straight under
the bat and into the stumps. A nothing
ball. Although later as the drink session
wore on, it was said that the ball picked
up amazing pace off the wicket and to

Solitude

By PATRICK GROCOTT
80%
The silvery spheres float gently up above the
diver’s head, briefly catching under his defined
features before resuming their lazy journey to
the surface. “If you listen hard enough” he would
say “You can hear them”. Here he listened; his
cloudy green eyes tracking the shoal of perfectly
formed diamonds as they wafted up and up, out
of the reach of his light. Presently he turned to
face downwards, kicked with his split rubber
fins and propelled himself down into the ocean‘s
black depths. He was alone in his small chamber
of light; the moonlight dared not stray that deep.
70%
Solitude. That was why he did it. Not for the
love of the sea, not for the love of the maritime,
not even for the thrill of seeing a vessel only the
dead have seen. It was all for the silence and the
solitude.
That was why he dived alone.
As he swam, he recited poetry.
I sail alone so I can see,
I swim alone so I can think,
I dive alone so I can breathe.
60%
His dive continues a few minutes more, with
numerous recitations of his catechism, written by
Mary Leading; unmarried. Eventually however,
his self-imposed solitude ends as he nears his
prize. He kicks himself over to the ship’s stern,
and, angling his torch up, illuminates her name.
Solitude
The pale yellow reflection from the ship’s
rusting hull lights his sharp features beneath his
mask; his strong thin nose, his ever so slightly
squinted eyes and his high cheekbones. His
haughtiness extends past his motto.

50%
He closes his eyes for a few moments,
appreciating the ever so slight motions of the
water against his skin, the absence of any sounds
save those imagined. Then his ears turnto
that machine, rhythmically thudding away,
disturbing the silence, and he frowns slightly.
His frown deepens as his radio crackles to life.
“Sir, have you reached her yet?”
His eyes snap open, a darker shade of green.
“I’m sorry,” the man says unapologetically, “has
someone died?”
The ship’s captain hesitates. “No, sir.”
“You were instructed to use this channel only
in the case of an emergency.”
Sorry sir…you hadn’t contacted us yet and it is
5 minutes past the agreed time-”
“I contact you. Not the other way around. I pay
you. Are the tanks in place?”
“Yes, but I moved them to -”
The diver impatiently clicks his radio, cutting
the captain off. The ex-billionaire, in his seventies,
enters the vessel through the ragged, gaping hole
in its side.
30%
No one knew how the ship had gone down; she
too had ceased communications right before
she sank.
As the diver swims on, a current of startled
mottled grey fish surge past him. Swimming
through a maze of hallways and into an ornate
sitting room, the diver pauses to ponder the
once vibrantly decorated walls. What was once
crimson edged with gold filigree is now a musty
grey. He uprights one of the many chairs and
sits down. The remainder of its rotten plush falls
away, revealing a metal frame caked in grey filth.
Studying the room, he admires a large chandelier,
still intact, and the stage curtain that still hangs,

encrusted stiff with long dead sea creatures.
Again, he closes his eyes, caring for naught but
the silence.
20%
The diver swims on through the ship, poring
over every inch of it, as a critic explores an
artwork, oblivious to his near empty tank.
10%
The diver stops to examine the fetid remains
of an unfortunate passenger.
5%
The diver sits holding a rusted section of
piping. Swathes of orange rust flakes away,
floating for a moment, then drifting to the floor,
each particle under his watchful eye. The diver
wonders what purpose it served, what sights it
had seen, what it had felt, heard.
4%
As he continues to undress the pipe, a stray
grain, blown by some benevolent current finds
its way onto his tank gauge.
3%
The man, briefly shocked, calms himself and
swims to the room where he knows the tanks
are stashed.
2%
His eyes widen in terror at the sight of the
empty room.
1%
Adrenalin courses through his aged veins and
he begins to hyperventilate.
100 seconds
The last of his air slips through his rubber
pipes and into his desperately waiting lungs.
60 seconds
He sucks madly, trying to breathe, failing.

-UP

quote the “Skip” was definitely a ball
Warnie would have been proud of.
Best “nude ball” I’ve seen was praise
indeed from the keeper. “Nude ball
what do you mean” demanded
George in between backslaps and
acknowledging the crowd invasion.
Had absolutely nothing on it was the
stoic reply.
Acceptance in the village can take
many paths but on Monday morning
as George collected his financial
review at the newsagent there was a
scrapping of chair legs outside the
local coffee shop and a voice called
hey “ Warnie” how about joining us
for coffee.
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30 seconds
His muscles cramp, his fingers spasm into
claws.
20 seconds
He attempts a scream. No one hears him.
15 seconds
His heart begins to fail its ungrateful master.
5 seconds
As his vision blurs and blackens
and his thoughts lose coherency,
his ringing ears are haunted.
I sail alone so I can see,
I swim alone so I can think,
I dive alone so I can breathe.
0 seconds
Solitude
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Following the Way of the Universe

active
By SANDI MILLER
FALUN GONG (also called Falun
Dafa) has a millennia long history,
with tradition being passed down from
master to student through the ages.
The spiritual practice was banned
in China, along with other religious
practices, in the mid-1990s.
Falun Gong continued to be practiced
covertly throughout the following
years with practitioners persecuted
for their continued practice, with those
arrested sent to labour camps and “reeducation camps”.
The persistence of the practitioners
speaks volumes about their dedication
to the discipline.
Falun Gong, which is translated as
“The Way of the Universe” is said to
promote spiritual growth and physical
health through the practice of a series
of gentle exercises, similar to tai chi
or qigong as well meditation and
the following of a set of principals
designed around self-cultivation.
The core of thes e pr inc ipals

come from the Buddhist values
of Truthfulness, Compassion and
Forbearance.
Falun G ong is now practiced
worldwide with hundreds of thousands
of people in 140 countries using it to
improve their physical heath, relieve
stress and find inner spirituality.
Local practitioner, Janine Rankin
has been practicing Falun Gong for
18 years and can regularly be seen on
the Yarra riverbank near Webb Street
at 9:30 each Saturday morning.
“It is not just health and fitness,
but your enlightenment and growth,
so the more you work with the three
principals the more benefits you have
with your wellbeing,” Janine told the
Diary.
The practice is taught free of charge.
For more information about
Falun Gong: en.minghui.org

Young Julia dominates on the lawn bowls green
By NEIL DUSTING
DESPITE holding something of a reputation as a
sport reserved for pensioners, Julia De Marchi is
living proof that lawn bowls is a game for all ages,
and is making her mark in the sport at both a club
and state level.
Only 24 years of age, De Marchi has been
bowling for nine years, after being introduced
to the sport and encouraged by her Grandfather,
Rito.
In 2008, Julia signed up to Donvale Bowls Club,
sought out some coaching and began playing
Twilight Social bowls.
Since then, her success story has been
remarkable, representing Victoria in over 50
games, and winning multiple club, regional and
state titles.

De Marchi’s full highlight reel reads as follows:
• Yarra Region Novice Champion
• Donvale Women’s Pairs Champion
• Donvale Women’s Single Champion
• Donvale Mixed Pairs Champion
• Donvale Open Triples Champion
•	Metropolitan Saturday Pennant Champion
• State (under 18 Representative)
• State (under 25 Representative)
•	Under 25 Victoria vs SA (player of the Series)
•	Under 25 Victoria vs NSW (player of the series)
Still playing for Donvale, De Marchi is currently busy
as skipper for the club’s Division one Saturday Pennant
side, but regrets that her work means she is unable to
devote as more time to the sport.

“Cracking game, Clyde!”

“You should tell the Diary about it, Ock”

sport@warrandytediary.com.au

FACES
THE GRAND
featuring

ANDREW PHASS

WHERE DID YOU GROW UP?

Warrandyte
WHAT’S YOUR BEST MEMORY OF THE GRAND?

Seeing the transformation in the
kitchen when it got renovated
WHAT FOOTBALL TEAM DO YOU GO FOR:

Collingwood
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE MEAL
AT THE GRAND?

GRILL CHEF - 5 years

FAVOURITE SPORT:

Canadian Club & Dry

Football

WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT THE GRAND?

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE THING
ABOUT WARRANDYTE?

The people I work with

From all of us at Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch,
best wishes for the holiday season and thank you for your
loyalty and support.
Drop into the branch at 144 Yarra Street, Warrandyte or
phone 9844 2233.

Scotch Fillet

FAVOURITE DRINK:

Merry
Christmas.

bendigobank.com.au

The river
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Finals frustration
By SANDI MILLER
TWO OF WARRANDYTE’S brightest upand-coming players were chosen for the
Associations Junior League competition
this season.
James Termorshuizen and Matthew
Quick joined the competition with others
in the Eastern Melbourne region, playing
against some of the best from across the
city in the 14 and Under age category.
With a home ground in Heathmont, the
Blues finished the season in second place
on the ladder at finals time.
Hopes were high for a victory when the
Grand Final was played at the historic
Royal Park courts in Carlton.
Unfortunately, they were beaten — by
the weather.
Standing rules stated, in the case of a
washout, the team in first place on the

ladder were automatically awarded the
win.
With the courts frustratingly close to
playable and with distant thunder the
only thing keeping the matches from
starting, the boys were understandably
disappointed by the match official’s
call, but they received their finalists’
medals with good humour and good
sportsmanship — although I am not
sure the same could be said for all of the
parents.
The sun shone that day though for young
James Termorshuizen who was awarded
the player of the season for his grade.
Little wonder though, as he finished
the season with a perfect record, winning
every set he played in both singles and
doubles.

Something fishy at the Tennis Club?
By TONY HONEYBOURNE
REMEMBERING that a grilled cheese
sandwich said to bear a likeness of the
Virgin Mary sold on eBay for $28,000
in 2004, you can imagine one player’s
surprise when a fishy shape was
discovered in the red clay en-tout-cas
surface at the Warrandyte Tennis Club
during a recent Thursday night match.
Club president Tony Neil was astounded
by the mark, but remained sceptical of a
supernatural explanation.
“The oval body of the fish is a pretty
standard mark for a flat serve but it is the
tail that makes it unusual.
“Most likely the combination of a couple
of shots landing in the same area”.
As the only surface recognised by Tennis
Australia as leaving a disputable mark, the
Warrandyte Tennis Club is steadfast in its
support for the en-tout-cas (translated
meaning “in all conditions”) surface,
despite the high maintenance costs which

fitness

Photo: BILL MacAULEY

Time to dust off those runners
By JAMES POYNER
2018 PROMISES to be an exciting
year for Run Warrandyte.
The U8 kids run as well as the 2.2,
5, 10 and 15 kilometre distances are
back for another year on March 4.
Runners on the 5,10 and 15 will
once again take on one, two or
three laps of Everard Drive and
Pound Bend.
This year there is a super-secret
tweak to the Pound Bend section
for the 5, 10 and 15K runners; the
course is now a much bushier run,
allowing runners to take in some
of Pound Bend’s awesome scenic
trails.
There is also a change to the 2.2K
course, runners for this distance
will now follow the other distances
up Everard Drive and down Third
Street.
The hard climb up to Third Street
may seem daunting, but 2.2K
runners will be rewarded with a

thrilling downhill run for the second
half of their single lap run.
Run Warrandyte will be hosting
a series of social runs over the
coming months — these runs are
free to attend, suitable for all fitness
levels and will give participants
experience on the hills and a taste
of some of the beautiful trail they
will be running in 2018.
Online entries for Run Warrandyte
open on December 16 with earlybird discounts if you register before
February 2018.
The event village will feature
live music, entertainment and a
selection of local businesses, so it
should be a great day out for both
runners and their families.
Head of the Run Warrandyte
Committee, David Dyason, spoke
to the Diary about making Run
Warrandyte the perfect entrée to
Warrandyte festival season.
“Festival is in our heart, and

community is in our soul,” he said.
David called on locals to take up
“the great opportunity to get active”
and for local businesses “to show off
their talents to runners and their
families”, both locally and from
further afield.
“The more local businesses we
have on display, the more money
goes back into our community,”
he said.
2018 is will be a celebration of
sport for Warrandyte and Australia
with the Gold Coast Commonwealth
Games in January and South Korea
hosting the Winter Olympics in
February, what better time to get
active, get outdoors and explore
some of the amazing scenery that
is right on our doorstep.
Visit th e Run Warran dyte
Facebook page for details of social
runs coming up and information
on where to register for the March
2018 event.

have seen many other clubs switch to
synthetic surfaces.
“It’s the surface our members want”
said Tony.
The Club’s poet-in-residence composed
this poem in commemoration of the fish’s
appearance.
The fish mark appeared in a set
In the service box next to the net
After a quick photo tagging
It got wiped with the bagging
To the player’s lament and regret

Photo: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

The silly season weight gain prevention tips

By CHRIS SHARP

THE EXTREMELY common holiday
weight gain is something that affects a
lot of us around December / January.
It is a result of an abundance of
parties and social gatherings involving
the “odd” beverage; portion sizes

skyrocketing; a change up in our
routine often leading to our exercise
schedule being thrown out the
window; and a number of other factors
that every year has my clients coming
back at least 5 kilos heavier.
Watch your alcohol intake
It is a given (in most cases), that
alcohol consumption at this time of
year will increase.
The best thing you can do is drink
plenty of water and have a decent meal
before you start consuming alcohol…
and try to not go overboard.
Avoid sugary premix drinks and stick
to low calorie options such as vodka,
lime and soda.
And of course – drink responsibly!
Portion control
Portion sizes for some reason seem
to multiply this time of year and people
use the excuse that “it’s Christmas”.
Again, be sensible with your portions.
Yes of course indulge in your
favourite Chrissy treats, but don’t

eat four portions of turkey, twelve
pieces of crackling, a three-inch slice
of Christmas pudding and wash it all
down with fourteen beers — unless
you are aiming to have a gut like Santa
by mid-January!
Fill up on the clear stuff
Quite frequently we mistake thirst
for hunger.
During the silly season, we are often
rushing around like headless chooks
and we can forget to hydrate.
We then often think we are hungry,
but in fact we are just thirsty.
Another trick to avoid overeating
at social events is to consume a large
portion of water before a meal.
This will fill you up and will help
avoid overeating.
Count calories
This is a strategy that will freak you
out — and in this case, that is the
intention.
I don’t really want you to forensically
count your calories, but it’s important

to know for every calorie you consume
that you don’t burn off, you will gain
weight.
Pretty simple really!
If you know you over consume treats
and enjoy monstrous quantities count
your calories. It isn’t any wonder you
will gain 5 kilos by January when you
see that on a daily basis you may be
consuming more than double your
daily calories.
Keep your calories in check!
Don’t abandon your exercise routine
I see clients so frequently stop
exercising over the holiday period and
the result can be very demoralizing
upon returning to their training — all
that hard work undone so quickly.
Recruit a training partner.
Try and continue with your usual
training schedule as this will be easier
to maintain.
If you can’t get to the gym, ask your
trainer for a holiday program or devise
one yourself and your friend.
There are so many bodyweight

programs that can be performed
anywhere.
Some examples are Burpees, Push
Ups, Squats, Dips, Lunges, Pull Ups,
Ab Crunches, Star Jumps, Renegades
and Mountain Climbers.
You could do 3 sets of 20 of each.
Be prepared
This is in regard to nutrition.
If you know you are heading to a
party and will more than likely have
some drinks and nibbles, then don’t
just throw your whole day out the
window.
Until the event treat it like any other
day, exercise, have a healthy breakfast,
drink plenty of water, have a nutritious
lunch and snacks and then enjoy your
night.
Don’t just think this day is a write-off
so I might as well eat anything all day!
This is a sure way of welcoming an
extra 5+ kilos to your midsection.
Balance your days with a combination
of healthy food and exercise when you
know you’re going to over indulge.
Have a wonderful festive season!
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Adelaide athletics the focus for December
By ED MUNKS
THE E ARLY days of D e cemb er
brought with them unusually heavy
rains, forcing Melbourne athletics
competitions to be postponed.
However, certain athletes weren’t
about to let rain get in the way.
The Parrott family drove to sunny
Adelaide where the family, colloquially
known as “the Flock” competed in two
high profile competitions.
Matt “The Fast“ Parrott represented
Victoria at the Pacific School Games,
while brothers Lachlan and Hughie
competed at the South Australian Open
Day, held at Adelaide Stadium.
“The Fast” Parrott won a gold medal
for the Victorian team in the 800m
medley relay race.
He also finished a fantastic
6th position overall in the Multi event,
the junior version of the decathlon.
His multi-event results included a
100m time of 13.49 seconds, a leap of
4.47m in the long jump, a 6.85m push

in the shot put, and a time of 2:36 for
the 800m.
Matt’s coach Elvis noted that
“although the multi-event is biased
towards the bigger power athletes, it
was great to see young Matt achieve
the result he got against the more
physically bigger athletes”.
The SA Open day event, held in windy
conditions, saw Lachlan record a 2.25m
jump in the pole vault, while older
brother Hughie competed in the 800m,
running a strong 2 minutes 8 seconds,
along with a 400m time of 53.4 seconds.
When not competing, ”The Fast”
can be seen most weekends running
and training with mum Alison along
the riverbank near the gazebo, while
Lachlan is working with the oval ball
at footy training with his Bloods’ team
mates.
Another well-known figure in local
athletics, Peter Sharpe, also made the
trip to Adelaide in his role as state coach
of team Victoria for Multi Class athletes
Scott James (right)

with disabilities.
Sharpe’s team won the gold medal in
the 4x100m girls age 10-12 event, while
the boys earned a bronze medal.
The team also had gold medallists
in the girls U12 discus and shotput
events, a silver medallist in the U11 girls
800m race, and bronze medals won by
athletes in the U12 girls and boys 800m,
shot put and long jump events.
“Big Pete” as he is affectionately
known, spoke of the pride he has in
his competitors, and how his coaching
role has inspired him to develop and
nurture young talent.
The former Warrandyte footballer has
also taken on the role of pre-season
fitness coach for the Warrandyte Bloods
footy club and combines this with his
various athletics coaching roles.
In his spare time, he is preparing
to do the 24hr Oxfam walk, so it’s
fair to say that his wife Sarah is very
understanding!

Big summer ahead for our Winter Olympian
WINTER OLYMPIAN and
Warrandyte local, Scotty James has
been named as a finalist for this
year’s AIS Sport Male Athlete of
the Year, which is a promising sign
for the world-class snowboarder's
form ahead of the 2018 Winter
Olympic Games in South Korea.
The Australian public still has
until December 10 to vote for the
ABC Sports Personality of the Year
and Public Choice team of the Year
at aisawards.abc.net.au but a
panel of AIS experts determines
finalists for the other awards.
Now based in the US, James spent
the Australian winter at home,
with family in Warrandyte.

“I miss being home, seeing my
family — I really am a home body
and love Warrandyte — seeing all
my friends and just doing normal
things like going out for breakfast
and playing with my dog,” he said.
For now, there’s a busy
competition schedule in run-up to
PyeongChang.
James will begin his season at
the Copper Mountain FIS World
Cup then the Dew Tour event
at Breckenridge and possibly
two more World Cups before
defending his X Games title
before the PyeongChang Winter
Olympics.
“Preparation has been about
spending a lot of time at the VIS

(Victorian Institute of Sport) and
utilising that as much as possible.”
The AIS Sport Performance
Awards celebrate the nation’s
sporting achievements and this
year’s gala ceremony will be held at
The Star, Sydney, on December 12.
Australian sport fans are
encouraged to join the judging
process and vote online for the ABC
Sports Personality of the Year and
Public Choice Team of the Year.
The vote will remain open until
5pm on Sunday December 10.
All winners will be announced
at the AIS Sport Performance
Awards, which will be broadcast
on ABC Grandstand Digital,
online and via the ABC Listen app.

Warrandyte Junior Football Club Thank The Following
Sponsors For Their Support During The 2017 Season

B Creative Graphic Design | RiverView Café | Sassafras Sweet Co | Rutledge AV | Eco Green Cleaning | A.K.T Trophy Centre
Food for All Seasons | Grand Hotel Warrandyte | Ruby Tuesday | Olivigna | Indian Affair | Bubba Pizza | TLC Pools

Registrations for season 2018 are now open at www.warrandytejfc.org
Get in early for an early bird discount
WJFC_half-page-ad.indd 1

1/12/2017 2:51 PM
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Bloods go back to high school
By JOSH HUNTLY
THE WARRANDYTE Cricket
Club and Warrandyte High
School, with the support of
the Warrandyte Community
Bendigo Bank Branch, have
struck a long-term agreement
to host home games of cricket at
the High School’s oval.
While the club has played at
the High School in the past, the
new deal consolidates the High
School oval as a permanent
home fixture of the Warrandyte
Cricket Club and reinforces
the relationship between the
two Warrandyte community
organisations.
As well as this, the Warrandyte
Community Bank has
committed to providing a
$20,000 grant to assist in
redevelopment efforts at the
High School oval, including
the installation of new change
rooms, toilets and a shaded
viewing area.
This comes on top of the
brand-new turf pitch that was
recently laid.

The adoption of the new
ground comes after scheduling
issues and other difficulties left
Warrandyte’s thirds and fourths
without a home ground and
facing the prospect of playing
no home games for the season.
With season 2017/18 already
in full swing, the club was
forced to find an alternative
quickly and WCC President
Ryan Hoiberg was appreciative
of the efforts of the Bank and
High School to accommodate
the club at such short notice.
“We truly could not have
done it without the Warrandyte
Community Bank and we look
forward to our relationship with
the High School.
“It’s important to thank both
our sponsors and individuals
whom have helped us get this
far, when 5 weeks ago we were
looking at some fairly dire
circumstances,” Hoiberg said.
“We were facing potentially
having to have our thirds play
away games for the entire
season.”

For a strong club that is
constantly developing its
players and fielding 6 teams
in the RDCA, Hoiberg says it
is important that all players
should have access to fully
functioning facilities.
“This will allow everyone to
play cricket locally and enjoy
the facilities across the group of
grounds — this also will allow us
to cater for future growth across
the senior teams.”
The 3rd XI played their first
home fixture for the year against
Scoresby in round 6 at the newly
announced home ground.
They were joined pre-game by
Gavan, Cheryl and Dee from the
Warrandyte Community Bank
Branch, as well as Warrandyte
High School’s Vice Principal
Joseph Caruana, to oversee the
beginning of a new chapter in
the Cricket Club-High School
partnership.
Warrandyte Community Bank
Branch Manager Cheryl Meikle
says that the Bank was happy to
partner with the club and High

Alpha West Tiling
0430 105 830
Ben McLean Tree Service
0417 364 178
Black Label Finance
0412 628 754
Cocoa Moon Café
9844 5081
Concrete Sales
1300 266 278
Craft Built Homes
0414 636 602
Crystal Brook Caravan Park
9844 3637
DentalArt – Dr. Tim Synnot
9876 4358
Gateway Concrete Pumping
9722 1111
MS Pro Electrical Pty. Ltd.
0419 350 799
Personalised Taxation & Accounting Services Pty.Ltd. 9844 2409

School in the endeavour and
that the redevelopment efforts
would have a flow on effect for
the local community.
“The coming together of these
two groups exemplifies what the
Warrandyte community is all
about, and has our core values
at its heart.
“The profit made by local
people banking with the
Warrandyte Community
Bank Branch of the Bendigo
Bank goes back into the local
Community and allowing
projects like this to happen —
these kinds of outcomes are
really rewarding for our team,”
Cheryl said.
“The Community will benefit
for generations to come.”
With a lush outfield and a
pitch that offers plenty to a
crafty bowler or a resilient
bat, the Warrandyte brand of
cricket is well at home on the
expanses of the High School
yet again thanks to the offfield partnerships of the local
Warrandyte community.

Quinton’s SUPA IGA
Select Metal Roofing Pty. Ltd.
The Grand Warrandyte
Thinking Printing
Warrandyte Community Bank
Warrandyte Glass
Warrandyte Osteopathy
Warrandyte Quality Meats
Warrandyte Riverside Market
WHM Air Conditioning & Electrical Pty.Ltd.

Shop local and support our community

Blistering
century
By RYAN HOIBERG
LOCAL WARRANDYTE cricketer Sean Dixon
has made waves with an astounding knock,
that will remain in the minds of fans and
spectators for years to come.
Dixon, who has most recently been playing
for the clubs veterans team in the Over 40’s
squad, made his mark in the Seniors division
as well, with a scorching 100 not out off just
39 balls.
The century, recorded against Ainslie Park in
a 5th XI fixture on November 18, powered the
club through to an impressive victory.
Dixon’s knock at Griff Hunt Reserve is even
more remarkable when analysed; he had 14
dot balls, effectively meaning he made the 100
off just 25 deliveries.
Dixon arrived at the crease in the 17th over
and was retired by the 28th, after hitting nine
sixes and ten fours for his innings.

9844 3089
0411 267 490
9844 3202
9879 8722
9844 2233
0418 369 294
9844 2465
9844 1563
0409 258 744
0416 151 763
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Warrandyte strong with the bat and ball
By RYAN HOIBERG
THE WARRANDYTE Cricket Club has
had a much-improved November,
allowing all squads to increase their
standings heading into the final month
of the year.
Report from the boundary: 1st XI
The 1st XI have put their first win
on the board for the year in Round
5 against Montrose thanks to Ben
Taylor, who scored back-to-back half
centuries throughout the month,
placing himself at the front of the runs
sheet for the club.
Taylor, who led the way with 68, was
supported well by the Poole brothers,
with Brady (3/39) doing damage with
the ball, while Darcy (28) assisted with
the bat.
Despite a severe middle order
collapse by the team, 161 runs was
enough for Warrandyte, with Montrose
bowled out in the final over to finish
four runs short.
Round 6 placed Warrandyte in a
matchup against a top tier South
Croydon, and a rain-affected tie gave
Warrandyte the chance to take points
off a strong team.
After a shortened day one,
Warrandyte knew South Croydon
w ou l d b e d e c l a r i ng e a r l y a n d
attempting to bowl them out by 7pm.
Warrandyte, facing a very strong
bowling attack looked steady in both
the run chase and time management,
until some late wickets looked to dash
the hopes of a tough draw.
However, 14-year-old Brady Poole
would heroically face 57 deliveries
and survived the entire final over with
Warrandyte nine wickets down to earn
the draw, and give Warrandyte what
could be a golden four points come
the end of the year.
Round 4: Warrandyte 127 (Taylor 52)
def. by South Croydon 8/206 (Killey
4/25).
Round 5: Warrandyte 161 (Taylor 68)
def. Montrose 157 (B Poole 3/39).
Round 6: Warrandyte 9/139 (Williams
50) drew with South Croydon 6/230
(White 3/36, Killey 3/79).
Report from the boundary: 2nd XI

The 2nd XI had an entertaining
November, but unfortunately were
unable to take a win from the three
games.
Blooding some exciting youth in
the team, including Bailey Bowyer,
Ben Jackson and Chris Rakuscek, the
team have been very competitive in all
games, but unable to scrape together
their second win for the season.
In their Round 5 game, Warrandyte
would fall just 30 runs short despite a
strong 62 by Lloyd Williams, a knock
that would see him promoted to the
1st XI in coming weeks.
Ben Jackson’s trio of wickets earlier
in the game also put the Bloods right
into it.
In Round 6, Warrandyte had an
almighty batting collapse until tailender Steve Lockie would top score
and put on 30 odd with Steve Rock to
give Warrandyte a total of 75 to defend
with the ball.
Despite the small total, the
impossible looked alive when South
Croydon fell to be 5/50, until the total
was eventually surpassed.
Round 4: Warrandyte 8/109 (S Bowyer
26, Lee 25) def. by South Croydon 3/113
(Lee 2/22).
Round 5: Warrandyte 172 (Williams
62) def. by Heathmont Baptists 8/204
(B Jackson 3/39).
Round 6: Warrandyte 75 def. by South
Croydon 8/110 (Jackson 3/32)
Report from the boundary: 3rd XI
The 3rd XI sits just outside the top four
in the Don Smith Shield, a respectable
effort in such a competitive grade.
Warrandyte have put together a good
couple of wins thanks to some reliable
batting by captain Cameron Day and
all-rounder Brandon Stafford, both
really clicking with the bat and ball.
Having played away all season, it
wasn’t until Round 6 that Warrandyte
would play their first game at their new
home at Warrandyte High School, and
would fall just short of a very strong
total posted by Scoresby.
Round 4: Warrandyte 8/141 (Day 44,
Stafford 30) def. Scoresby 2/148.
Round 5: Warrandyte 8/228 (Day 93)

Warrandyte
goes pink in
February
14yo Brady Poole absorbed 57 deliveries
to ensure a tense draw for the 1st XI

def. Montrose 8/218 (Ison 3/48).
Round 6: Warrandyte 200 (Haworth
73) def. by Scoresby 268 (Huntly 4/81,
Reardon 3/76).
Report from the boundary: 4th XI
The 4th XI sit third, with three wins
and two losses for the season, but have
a game up their sleeve as they head
into December.
Skipper Nathan Croft has ensured
they took points in November against
St Andrews, helped by veteran all
rounder Mick Spence, and a couple of
forfeits by Scoresby.
Round 4: Warrandyte def. Scoresby
via forfeit.
Round 5: St Andrews 88 (Spence 3/7)
def. by Warrandyte 3/101 (Spence
28n.o.).
Round 6: Warrandyte def. Scoresby
via forfeit.
Report from the boundary: 5th XI
The 5th XI are just two points shy
of the top of the table in the John
Macmillan Shield, benefiting from the
leadership of their new co-captains.
Playing a mixture of seniors and
juniors, the mixed format of cricket has
become a real treat to watch.
Chris Jackson ensured the team
would win their Round 4 game, with
Drew El Moussali supporting well
with the ball.
In their Round 6 game, Warrandyte
dominated Ainslie Park, with Chris
Jackson starting the party with the bat,

before Sean Dixon put the opposition
to sleep, monstering 100 off eleven
overs to ensure the game would be
Warrandyte’s (see story P34).
Round 4: Warrandyte 7/221 (C Jackson
52n.o., Molyneux 52n.o.) def. Ainslie
Park 136 (C Jackson 4/23, El Moussali
2/6).
Round 5: Warrandyte 7/230 (Bansal
55n.o., Trayford 49n.o.) def. by
Wantirna 242 (C Lawson 3/17, El
Moussalli 3/20).
Round 6: Warrandyte 6/282 (C Jackson
53, S Dixon 100n.o.) def. Ainslie Park
9/266 (Hanson 3/9).
Report from the boundary: 6th XI
Bill Stubbs has his 6th XI working
well together, sitting atop the ladder
at the end of November.
Due to some kinks in the fixture,
Warrandyte faced Bayswater Park
three times in a row, with Warrandyte
winning all games.
Despite the same opposition,
Warrandyte were consistent and
versatile through all three ties, with
different batters and bowlers ensuring
the side stayed perfect for the month.
Round 4: Warrandyte 4/127 (Dixon 34)
def. Bayswater Park 122 (A Ramsdale
4/16).
Round 5: Warrandyte 5/145 (G Warren
51n.o.) def. Bayswater Park 5th XI
9/108 (Rees 3/20).
Round 6: Warrandyte 4/297 (T Jackson
101, J Stubbs 49) def. Bayswater Park
78 (B Stubbs 4/25, J Weatherley 3/4).

Six out of six for Hawks 1st XI
By FRANS BROUWER
SOUTH WARRANDYTE’S 1st–5th XI
have had a memorable few weeks,
here is the round up of the action from
Round 4, 5 and 6.
As well as action from the Juniors
and Veterans.
After conceding forfeits in Rounds 3,
4 and 5, the third XI was withdrawn due
to an ongoing lack of players.
Report from the boundary: 1st XI
After not winning a game last season,
the 1st XI has now won its first six
matches, thanks to much improved
batting since last season.
Captain Josh Barrett is leading the
way with 217 runs at an average of 72
with his highest score at 89 n.o., eight
wickets at average 16, and four catches
plus a run-out.
Tom Peter-Budge has 220 runs at an
average of 37 with his highest score
at 91.

Hawks 4/130 (Battle 31, Jack Fasan
42 n.o.).

seventh) — Kyan Brasher scored 18 ret
n.o. in Round 3.

Round 6 Hawks 58 (Will Fasan 24) and
0/39 lost Templeton 5/232 dec (Cayden
Skien 2/26).

U14B Gold (1 win, 3 losses, sitting
seventh) — 24 n.o. by Lucas Ramage
in Round 4 was the highlight.

RDCA Juniors

Over 40s Veterans teams

Round 5 Lilydale 7/219 (Nick Mariniello
5/17) beat Hawks 8/191 (Andrew Dilley
51, Cam Head 53).

The U16-3s (combined Warrandyte/
South Warrandyte team) have won one
game and lost four, and sit seventh.

Round 6 Hawks 171 (Dilley 57, Matt
Mullan 41) lost to Warranwood 9/180
(Dilley 5/60).

Notable performances include
Lachlan Hall’s 21 ret n.o. in Round 1
and 27 in Round 3.

Masters Division 1 (2 wins, 1 loss,
1 washout, sit fourth) — Round 3
Hawks 5/228 (Tim Rule 43 ret n.o.,
Andrew Walker 41 ret n.o., Paul Milne
42 ret n.o., Tom Chrisfield 34 n.o.) beat
Croydon Ranges 8/144 (Dale Owen
3/33, Kylie Rule 2/27).

Report from the boundary: 4th XI

Will Fasan’s 23 ret n.o. in Round 2 and
23 n.o. in Round 3.

Then followed another close loss in
Round 6 where Warranwood reached
7/159 and was then 9/159, but hung
on to win.
Round 4 Hawks 128 (Darcy Church 33,
Sean McMahon 35) lost to Warranwood
3/129.

The 4th XI narrowly won its first
match in Round 4.
Round 5 was an honourable loss, but
Round 6 was agonizing.
Montrose’s ninth wicket fell at 114
— still 25 runs behind, but the Hawks
were unable to break through.

Alex Cattanach has 15 wickets at
average 15.53 and best bowling 5/18.

Round 4 Hawks 6/165 (Nikoda
Brooking 50 ret n.o., Tom Woodward
47) beat Montrose 9/159 (Rod Allsopp
3/37, Mark Bourke 3/16).

Round 4 Hawks 5/204 (Josh Barrett
89n.o., James Fasan 38) beat Scoresby
7/153 (Barrett 3/25).

Round 5 Bayswater Park 6/172 beat
Hawks 6/161 (Peter Goetz 51 ret n.o.,
Ian Weeks 31).

Round 5 Hawks 200 (Darcy Price
31n.o.) beat Eastfield 9/166 (Alex
Cattanach 5/18).

Round 6 Montrose 9/143 (Liam James
4/17) beat Hawks 139 (Tim Rule 63).

Round 6 Scoresby 199 (Lucas Williams
7/52) lost to Hawks 6/202 (Tom PeterBudge 91).
Report from the boundary: 2nd XI
The 2nd XI won its first match and
narrowly lost Rounds 2 and 3.
Round 4 was forgettable, but the
batting improved markedly in Round 5.

Report from the boundary: 5th XI
First blood also to the 5th XI in
Round 4, but Rounds 5 and 6 were a
rude shock.
Round 4 Templeton 9/156 (Will Fasan
3/19) lost Hawks 3/168 (Nathan Battle
50 ret n.o., Kevin George 52 ret n.o., Matt
Fasan 41 no).
Round 5 Wantirna South 7/159 beat
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The U14-2s (2 wins, 3 losses, sitting
fifth) — Lucas Bridger scored 20 in
Round 1, 25 in Round 3, and 79 n.o.
in Round 5.

U14-5s (4 wins, 1 loss, sit second) –
Harrison Findlay scored 23 and took
2/6, and Matthew Haysom took 3/1
in Round 5.

The change room upgrade at
Colman Park has taken some
time to get off the ground, but it
has certainly started with a rush
since the contract was awarded.
Council gave five days’ warning
to vacate the building, and the
Club moved into portables.
Work started on Monday
November 12 and, in only two
weeks, the contractor (local firm
Malcorp) has already gutted the
building and dug a hole for the
new change rooms.

They also got into the Club’s
portables and container.

U12-1 (1 win, 4 losses, sit sixth) —
Lucas Brasher 17 and Sam Prest 15 n.o.
were the stars in Round 4.

This is the fifth time in 18 months
that the rooms or ground have
been targeted.

U12-5 (5 wins, 3 losses, sit third).
Friday night Box Hill Reporter DCA
Juniors

U14A (0 wins, 3 losses, 1 bye, sitting

Theives strike
again at
Colman Park

Sadly, thieves broke into
the building exactly a week
after work started and stole
thousands of dollars worth of
tools.

Jack Atkinson had 21 and 3/32 in
Round 3, and 20 in Round 5.

U16s (3 wins, 1 loss, sitting third)
— Hayden Daniel 50 ret n.o., Jordan
Milne 44 ret n.o., Darcy Ireland 4/16
and Callan Murphy 3/15 dominated
in Round 3, with Daniel backing up
in Round 4 with 43, Milne scoring 67
n.o. and taking 5/38, and Jolen Owen
taking 3/18.

SAVE THE DATE for the Pink
Stumps Day and Ladies Day
High Tea at the Warrandyte
Cricket Club.
Following on from the great
success of this year’s Ladies
Day event with over 100+ locals
attending the lunch at the
Cricket Club.
The 2018 event has been
conf irmed for Sat urday
February 17, and tables will be
available to all members of the
community.
Bookings will be open in early
January and further details will
be available in the new year on
the Cricket Club’s social media
and the next edition of the Diary.
So, get on board as soon as
possible to ensure you don’t
miss out.

Masters Division 2 (2 wins, 2 losses, sit
fourth) — Round 3 Warrandyte 8/212
(David Geary 4/24) beat Hawks 174
(Steve Scott 41 ret n.o., Brenton Stokes
39, Mark Bourke 30 n.o.).
Round 4 Hawks 6/193 beat Croydon
North 8/184.

A semi-rural location has its
attractions, but the isolation
makes it a magnet for vandals
and thieves.
Warrandyte Police have the
details and the club is hopeful
the perpetrators will be dealt
with as swiftly as the previous
break-in.
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